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The Fergus Truck Show
is history, but the first
ever Great Canadian
Truck Show proved the
show can go on
By James Menzies
DURHAM, ONTARIO
Rising from the ashes of the once
mighty, now defunct, Fergus Truck
Show, was the first ever Great
Canadian Truck Show hosted at the
Full Throttle Speedway in Durham,
Ont., July 21-23.
The event, organized by volunteers committed to keeping a truck
show in the region, drew more than
60 trucks. One of those volunteers,
Jennifer Hatch, told Truck News that
many friendships were formed among
show volunteers and the truckers who
enjoyed the Fergus Truck Show in
years past. It was important to them
to offer a simpler, more grassroots
show, where truckers could continue
to gather and share their passion for
trucks and trucking.
For those who didn’t make it out
to the Great Canadian Truck Show,
but are familiar with Fergus, expect
Continued on page 18
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Volvo takes wraps off new VNL
‘The most innovative, exciting new trucks from Volvo in 20 years’
By James Menzies
DUBLIN, VIRGINIA
Volvo has continued to revamp its North American
product line, with the unveiling of a new VNL model
at its new customer center here in mid-July. The first
VN was launched in 1996, but was due for an update,
Goran Nyberg, president of Volvo Trucks North America acknowledged during remarks before the unveiling.
“Twenty years ago, we turned the industry upside
down,” said Nyberg, moments before the truck was
revealed for the first time. “We created a new commercial truck standard for aerodynamics, driver comfort,
and safety. Since then, our competitors have been happy
to benchmark everything we have been doing and they
have slowly chipped away at our leadership position. In a
few cases, I have to admit, we have lost the edge in areas
where we stood head and shoulders above the competition. Well, that ends tonight. You’re about to see the most
innovative, exciting new trucks from Volvo in 20 years.”
The completely redesigned VNL is an upgrade in
every imaginable way, particularly as it relates to driver
comfort and amenities. As with the design of the VNR
regional haul tractor Volvo introduced earlier this year,
designers relied heavily on feedback from drivers.
Rikard Orell, director, product design, said the new
VNL was designed to be: bold, edgy, innovative, modern, and human. Its design was inspired by everything
from sleek speedboats, race cars, and even the human

body. For example, the front and grille are wider at the
top, and taper in towards the bottom, like the human
body does from the shoulders down to the waist. Orell
said Volvo aimed to capture a timeless design.
It’s a sleeker looking truck, with a curvier front end
and strong stance. Its lines give it a sense of motion, even
when parked. But beauty runs only skin deep and this
truck boasts more substance than just a prettier face.
Jason Spence, product marketing manager, longhaul,
said, “From the inside out, the driver was the informant, the
person we asked. We went through surveys, we did clinics,
we sat in the truck as drivers drove them, to get feedback,
and we did this over and over and we refined these products so the driver is the focal point of this vehicle.”
Volvo is predicting the VNL 760 with a new, larger,
70-inch sleeper will be the high-volume seller, replacing the VNL 670 with 61-inch sleeper that previously
held that distinction.
“We have confidence in this because our customers
and their drivers have told us this is the truck they want,”
said Spence. The new sleeper is nine inches longer and six
inches wider than that found on the previous VNL 670.
Improved aerodynamics deliver about a 1% improvement in fuel economy over the previous model, while
engine enhancements this year add another 5.5% when
taking advantage of the D13 engine with turbocompounding. The front bumper was moved 1.5 inches forward for improved aero, the bumper to back of cab (BBC)
extended from 122.5 to 124 inches.
Continued on page 44
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Inside the Numbers with Lou Smyrlis

Ramping up for renewal
Eastern Canada’s carriers ready to renew their fleets
Eastern Canada’s motor carriers have slowed down their new truck purchases the
last couple of years due to concerns about a slow growth economy and overcapacity.
However, optimism is building for greater economic growth in 2018 and the results from
our just completed annual Equipment Buying Trends Survey indicate that fleet owners
from the Maritimes to Ontario are once again ramping up their fleet renewal plans.
Almost 7 in 10 respondents reported plans to replace at least 10% of their heavy duty
fleet by the end of the year. Close to 4 in 10 are planning to renew their medium duty
fleet. Next issue we report on their fleet renewal plans for 2018.
Percentage of heavy duty fleet
anticipate replacing by end of 2017

Trucking industry sector
For-hire fleet

0%

51% of respondents
30%
or
more

Lease/rental
fleet

Follow Lou on Twitter @LouSmyrlis.

Percentage of medium duty fleet
anticipate replacing by end of 2017
0%

32% of respondents

63% of respondents

11%

2%
10%

Government
fleet

17%

37%
Private
fleet

Geographic distribution

10%

9%
13%

23%
10%

20%

Size of medium duty fleet

3%

0 vehicles

1-9 vehicles

27%

1-9 vehicles

50%

10-24 vehicles

21%

10-24 vehicles

13%

25-99 vehicles

28%

25-99 vehicles

8%

100-499 vehicles

13%

100-499 vehicles

7%

500 or more vehicles

8%

500 or more vehicles

3%

0 vehicles

78% of respondents

8%

30%
or
more

20%

Size of heavy duty fleet

Ontario

Maritimes

6%

39%

of respondents

Quebec

20%

of respondents
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Editorial

The truck as a member of the team
I recently spent a couple days in
sunny California, talking connectivity with members of Daimler Trucks
North America and its Detroit Connect team. It’s no secret that today’s
trucks are generating reams of data.
But just how fleets of all sizes can
use that data to improve their operations seems to be the crucial detail
that still needs answering.
Many fleet managers and
their maintenance supervisors admit to being overwhelmed by the data that’s
being produced by their vehicles. And OEMs and thirdparty software providers, to
date, have not always done
a good job at helping fleets
easily drill down into that
data to make it actionable
and practical, or even understandable.
This could be on the cusp of
changing, as all OEMs invest
more heavily into connectivity, the industry’s latest buzzword, and for good reason. It
was during our discussions
in California that I heard, for the
first time, the truck referred to as
an active member of the team. It is
constantly generating data related
to fault codes, safety system interventions, and driver and vehicle performance. Once this data becomes
digestible, actionable, and practical

for fleet decision-makers, that truck
does, in a sense, become an active
member of the maintenance, safety,
or operations department.
This point was reinforced by Dan
Deppeler, vice-president of maintenance for Wisconsin-based Paper
Transport, who spoke at the event
as a Daimler guest. He noted trucks

themselves have become commoditized, and that the real opportunity
for differentiation between OEMs is
in how they manage the data generated by their machines, and present
it to fleet decision-makers.
Deppeler went so far as to predict
that whichever OEM manages this

the best will sell the most trucks.
“This becomes a much more
important piece of the purchase
decision,” Deppeler said of telematics and connectivity. “Because the
truck is beginning to become more
commoditized and these are some
nice differentiators.”
What do fleets expect of their
trucks’ connected services? At Paper Transport,
it must remain open architecture, so the fleet can integrate its own apps, such as
a customer-facing estimated time of arrival app
currently in development,
and another that provides
a real-time window into
the fleet’s available capacity. It must also contribute
to greater, more consistent
performance.
Deppeler noted at
Paper Transport, there’s
currently a 1.2 mpg gap
between the drivers with
the best and worst fuel
efficiency, when driving
identically spec’d trucks on similar routes with the same payloads.
Deppeler expects to narrow this
gap to a more palatable 0.3-0.4 mpg,
by using telematics to identify the
root causes of the variances and by
intervening with drivers who may
require additional training. That’s

a great example of how truck-generated data can be used to drive realworld improvements within a fleet’s
operations. But it’s really only possible if the trucks produce reliable
data that is then presented to the
fleet in an actionable format.
All the OEMs today are building
well designed, fuel-efficient trucks.
The market simply would not accept
anything less. Fleets have benefited
greatly from the fuel economy battle waged between OEMs in recent
years. Now the battle is shifting to
a new frontier: connectivity.
It will be really interesting to
observe in the coming months and
years, which OEMs will excel on this
new battleground by best making
truck-generated data digestible, practical, and actionable for fleets. TN

James Menzies can be reached
by phone at (416) 510-6896 or by
e-mail at james@newcom.ca.
You can also follow him on Twitter
@JamesMenzies.
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Healthy Fleet
Challenge participants
lose nearly 500 lbs
LONDON, ONTARIO
The Healthy Fleet Challenge is over
and in total all participants lost a
combined total of close to 500 lbs.
According to organizers, participants lost 479 pounds over the competition, an incredible feat considering weight loss wasn’t even the focus
of many users. Other results include
increased energy, stamina, strength,
and confidence.
Andrea Morley, nutritionist and
health coach at Healthy Fleet, said,
“Our participants exceeded our
expectations once again. From a
coaching standpoint, I gave them
free reign on what areas of their
health they would like to work on,
and focused on educating them and
motivating them towards reaching
their goals. They each took responsibility, made a plan, and put it into
action, feeding off of each other’s
energy and ideas within the app.”
Here are the final results of the
June challenge:
Winning individuals were:
Donna Benjatschek, Wowtrucks;
Fred Culver, Brian Kurtz Trucking; Jackie Mozil, Arnold Bros.
Transport; David Benjatschek,
Wowtrucks; and Marisa Lima, Brian
Kurtz Trucking.
The top teams were: Eassons
Transport; Veriha Trucking; Arnold
Bros. Transport; VersaCold Logistics; and Brian Kurtz Trucking.
The new Healthy Team app was
well-received by users who like the
ease of use and community support
it provided during the challenge,
organizers said.
Culver, the runner-up on the individual side of the challenge said, “I
really love the app. I’ve already made
friends on it that aren’t in my company. It’s really a supporting community and I’m not one for social
media but it’s been a lot of fun
and there’s a lot of encouragement
there. I really like the tips from the
coaches.”
Roch Joly, a participant who has
been driving for 31 years also loved
the competition. He said the new
app helped him shave off pounds
by getting healthier meal ideas and
encouraging him to be more active.
“Myself being a diabetic, I have to
watch my carb intake and my sugar
and this (app) has really encouraged
me to avoid those foods, because you
normally have to post your meals,”
he said. “I’m trying to be more creative with my meals because you
can see what other people are eating
and read the recipes. Before, I used
to eat a lot of pastas and that has a
lot of sugar and flour and I have to
watch that. So now I’ve switched to
vegetable spiraling as a substitute.”
The app is available for Android
and iPhone under the app store, and
is called Healthy Team. TN
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The ELD mandate and its impact
on pricing

Lytx opens new
Canadian office,
R&D lab

Spot market prices could surge 20% as ELD rule takes full effect: FTR
By James Menzies
BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA
When the U.S. electronic logging
device (ELD) mandate is fully implemented, trucking productivity could
take a 2.5% hit, requiring the hiring
of 60,000 additional drivers.
Such a scenario, outlined by
industry forecaster FTR, would
push truck utilization to about
100%, potentially driving up trucking rates. In a State of Freight Webinar called Preparing for the ELD
future, FTR transportation economist Noel Perry expressed doubts
that the industry, already struggling to find drivers, would be able
to find 60,000 more in addition to
the 300,000 it already needs to hire
per quarter just to keep pace, especially since additional regulations
in the works could further hit productivity and require the hiring of
another 20,000 additional drivers.
“Can we hire 80,000 extra people
in a single quarter? Normal sources
of hiring demand about 300,000,
and it will climb to about 375,000
in the first quarter of 2018. That’s a

26% increase. We believe we can’t,
so there’s going to be pressure on
capacity until they catch up, some
time late in the year,” Perry said.
Such hiring spikes have been
required before, most notably in 2004
and 2014, when capacity utilization
reached nearly 100%. What happened
then? Trucking prices spiked.
In 2004, spot market prices rose
15% and contract prices climbed
10%, thanks to a productivity hit
incurred by new hours-of-service
rules coupled with strong freight
demand. In 2014, spot market prices
rose 11% and contract rates 4%. One
week in 2014 saw spot market prices
rise 20% as capacity utilization was
at its max.
Already, trucking capacity on the
spot market is “scary tight,” Perry
said, citing data from Truckstop.com
and its loads-to-trucks ratio.
“A 20% increase in spot rates is not
outside the realms of possibility,” Perry
said, looking ahead to the impact the
ELD mandate will have on pricing.
“Our conservative numbers are, if anything, underreporting what’s beginning to show in the marketplace.”

THIS MONTH’S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

But, predicting the impact of the
ELD mandate on trucking productivity is an inexact science. Perry said
an over-the-road truck that’s maximizing its hours could see a 5-8%
productivity hit, while other trucks
that don’t run a full 70 hours a week
may not be affected. Perry also noted
about 40% of U.S. fleets are currently
already using ELDs and will have
worked through any hit to their productivity. And of course, there’s no
chart that shows how many fleets
are running paper logs and egregiously violating hours-of-service
regulations, and how many of them
will be unable to continue operating
in an ELD environment.
But all those factors taken into
account, Perry said the maximum
effect of the regulation will occur
sometime in late 2018, “assuming
reasonable enforcement” of the law.
“The effect at the peak, we think
will be 2.5-2.7%, which doesn’t seem
like much, but when you consider
3-3.5 million trucks and you take
2.5% of that, it equals somewhere
around 60,000-70,000 trucks, using
crude math.” TN

MARKHAM, ONTARIO
Dr iveCa m ma ker Ly t x ha s
announced its move into a new facility in Markham, Ont.
The company is moving its local
hardware and software development teams into a 13,000 sq.-ft.
facility equipped with a research
and development lab space, in an
effort to “facilitate innovation and
collaboration.”
The new facility will host research,
development and client/sales operations. Lytx says nearly 650,000 drivers use its DriveCam video safety
program worldwide.
The new facility is on Commerce
Valley Drive West in Markham, the
region’s technology hub. Up to 40
employees will work there.
“Toronto is a magnet for technology talent, giving us a rich
recruiting pool for expansion of
our hardware and software development team,” said Lytx senior
vice-president, human capital,
Tonya Cross. “Innovation is a hallmark of Lytx’s market solutions,
and the work of our Lytx Canada
team will have a positive global
impact for the company.” TN
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1
8
9
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Wage payment process (6,7)
Recyclable lube bay liquid (4,3)
Front wheel alignment spec. (3,2)
Bumper, deck or fuel tank type
Peace Bridge border town (4,4)
Truck tech’s creeper wheel
Terminal yard security elements
Inspection timing, perhaps (4,4)
Truck filter brand
Anti-litter ____-a-Highway program
Pre-GPS navigation tool (4,3)
Really cool long haul convenience (7,6)

Down
1 Brake system components, often
2 Frozen food trailers
3 ON’s Commercial Vehicle Operators
Registration, briefly (1,1,1,1)
4 Truck News fictional driver Mark
5 Mainland bound PEI truck cargo
6 Axle or tire type
7 Liquid haulers
12 Brief trip pause (4,4)
13 Black and white rides, sometimes (3,4)
15 Air horn description, usually
16 West Coast component
18 Windshield crack cause
20 Syrup sap tree
21 Gross axle weight rating, briefly (1,1,1,1)
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A peek across
the border
Private fleet
benchmarking study
offers insights
By James Menzies

CARDINAL | 888 657-3329
HAMILTON | 888 690-0010

NIAGARA FALLS, ONTARIO
Canadian private fleets are more
likely to lease equipment, outsource
maintenance, and suffer breakdowns than their U.S. counterparts,
according to a benchmarking survey completed by private fleet organizations in the two countries.
Results of the benchmarking survey were presented by the U.S.-based
National Private Truck Council
(NPTC) at the Private Motor Truck
Council of Canada’s (PMTC) annual
meeting and conference in midJune. The idea of the survey, according to Gary Petty, president and CEO
of the NPTC, is to highlight for private fleet managers where they can
find opportunities for improvement,
relative to other private fleets.
“The wolf is always at the door,
ready to take over your private
fleet,” he noted, citing as an example Kraft, which had a very well run
private fleet until it was acquired by
Heinz and transportation was outsourced. “More and more in corporate America, the people who make

“The wolf is always
at the door, ready
to take over your
private fleet.”
– Gary Petty, NPTC
the financial decisions call the shots
on whether this part of the operation is a go or a no go. This is why
benchmarking is so important, to
keep that value statement.”
The survey, which was completed
by more than 90 fleets, revealed
some key differences in how private fleets in the U.S. and Canada
are operated. Among those was the
finding that nearly half of Canadian
fleets lease all their equipment, with
more than 75% leasing at least part
of the fleet. This is much higher than
in the U.S., where fleets are twice as
likely to buy their assets. In Canada, 71% of those leases are full-service, including maintenance, so it’s
no surprise that the vast majority (nearly 90%) of Canadian private fleets outsource maintenance,
higher than the half that do so in
the U.S.
Canadian fleets also suffer more
frequent breakdowns, at a rate of
5.91 per 100,000 miles of travel compared to just 2.84 breakdowns in the
U.S. Leading causes of breakdowns
are: emissions (by a wide margin),
electrical, then engine.
Canadian f leet managers, it
seems, also have more to worry
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about than their American counterparts. Forty-five per cent of U.S.
respondents cite the driver shortage
as their main concern, well ahead of
any other issue. In Canada, only 20%
of fleet managers listed the driver
shortage as their main concern,
behind equipment/maintenance;
and only slightly ahead of customer
service concerns, with weather also
figuring prominently.
Trade cycles in the two countries
are almost identical, at 6.5 years,
however Americans put on about
624,214 miles in this period compared to the 379,700 miles Canadian fleets are racking up over the
same time period. American private
fleets run about 99,000 miles a year
compared to the 57,000 miles Canadian fleets average, explained Tom
Moore, senior vice-president, NPTC,
who presented the findings.
“You operate a lot fewer miles
per unit than we do in the states,”
he said.
The private fleet average heavyduty fuel mileage is 6.01 mpg.
When it comes to drivers, 95%
of Canadian fleets employ company drivers, similar to in the U.S.,
however more American fleets use
a combination of company drivers and lease-operators. Seventeen
per cent of Canadian private fleets
that responded to the survey have a
unionized driving force, compared
to 14% in the U.S. But 59% of Canadian private fleets have a combination of union and non-union drivers.
The average driver age at responding Canadian private fleets is 47.3
years, about three years younger
than in the U.S.
“It presents a great area of opportunity and a great concern going
forward,” Moore said. “These drivers are getting older; where are we
turning to get new drivers?”
Canadian drivers typically work
10 hours less per week compared to
those in the U.S., and 85% are home
every night compared to just over
60% in the U.S. Canadian private
fleet drivers spend about 25 hours a
week driving, and another 21 hours
performing non-driving tasks.
Driver turnover among private fleets
in Canada is just 8%, roughly half the
15% turnover rate in the U.S. Canadian drivers tend to leave their fleet
for another driving job (55%), retirement (39%), or another job entirely
(31%). New hires in Canada are on
average 36 years old, younger than
the 42-year U.S. average.
The starting salary for a Canadian
driver at a private fleet is just over
$50,000, similar to the U.S., and by
the third year they’re making more
than $60,000. But the maximum salary tends to be higher in the U.S.
“The average in the U.S. is just shy
of $70,000, and some companies
are paying more than $120,000 per
year,” Moore said. “That’s where it’s
going. The typical driver is going to
be like a free agent in sports. They’re
going to be able to demand the salary they want from the carrier they

want, because they can walk up and
say ‘Here’s my safety performance,
if you want me, this is what you’re
going to have to pay’.”
Drivers in both countries receive
excellent benefits, but Canadian
drivers tend to enjoy better pensions while U.S. fleets are better at
profit-sharing, Moore noted. American private fleets are more likely to
pay incentives – 79% compared to
two-thirds in Canada. And 88% of
American fleets offer a driver wellness program, compared to just 70%

in Canada.
American private f leets are
employing on-board technologies to
a greater extent than in Canada, the
survey showed, and 88% of U.S. private fleets have an environmental
sustainability program compared
to just 64% in Canada. Further to
that, 48% of responding American
fleets are EPA SmartWay members,
compared to only 17% in Canada.
Private fleets on both sides of the
border have low crash rates, but
Moore warned overall heavy-duty

truck crash rates are trending up.
“The last 15-20 years, we’ve seen
the fatality rate drop. Over the
last two years in the states, it has
climbed back up,” he warned, noting 40,000 people were killed on
U.S. roadways in 2016, a 6% increase
from 2015 and up 14% from 2014.
That’s the largest two-year jump
in highway fatalities in more than
50 years. “There is no way we can
achieve our legislative regulatory
goals when we have safety like that
on the roadways.” TN
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The top 10 legal issues facing
Canadian private fleets
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NIAGARA FALLS, ONTARIO
The fast-tracking of a Canadian electronic logging device (ELD) mandate, and the inability to
terminate employees in federally regulated companies are two of the main legal issues affecting
the trucking industry in 2017.
Heather Devine, partner with law firm Isaacs
& Co., gave her popular legal update at the Private Motor Truck Council of Canada’s (PMTC)
annual meeting and conference in mid-June, citing the
top 10 legal concerns private
fleet managers should keep
in mind.

ELDs
In December, the U.S. will
require carriers to use ELDs
to monitor driver hours-ofservice, and a Canadian mandate may not be far behind,
Devine warned. She said
while there’s still no firm
deadline for an ELD mandate
in Canada, she thinks there
could be pressure as NAFTA
is under discussion to adopt
a mandate sooner than later.
This could be a boon to U.S.-based ELD suppliers
and could be an easy concession for Canadian
regulators to make when wading into delicate
NAFTA discussions with the U.S.
“My advice to you is, it’s coming,” she said.
“Since it’s coming, put it in your budgets, take a
look at how you can implement ELDs.”

A job for life?!?!
Federally regulated trucking companies may
find it difficult, or even impossible, to terminate
employees without just cause. This is thanks to a
Supreme Court of Canada ruling that the Canada
Labour Code prevents termination of non-managerial employees with more than 12 months of
service without reason, effectively giving them
a “job for life.”
The ruling also states companies cannot offer
termination pay in lieu of notice of termination,
Devine warned.
“Non-fixed term employees can literally be
awarded a job for life unless the employer can
prove that the employee was terminated with
just cause,” she noted, adding it’s extremely difficult to prove just cause for termination. Interestingly, the case heard by the Supreme Court
involved a truck driver.
To terminate with just cause, the employer has
to prove the employee “repudiated the contract of
employment and disrupted the employment relationship to the point where it can no longer continue.”
This can involve: serious misconduct; habitual neglect of duty; incompetence; and conduct
incompatible with the employee’s duties. It does
not include: missing work; poor performance;
some acts of violence; and drug/alcohol abuse,
if addicted.
Devine advises putting new hires on a one-year
contract with a probation period. Review their
performance before the year is up and document
everything, she suggested. Set up a progressive
discipline policy and document every breach. If

there are warning signs, terminate the employee
before the first year is over, which is when the
Canada Labour Code protections take effect.

Deregulation of marijuana
Canadian fleets should start preparing for the
legalization of marijuana, scheduled for next
summer, Devine warned.
“Do anticipate people are going to use recreational marijuana,” she said, noting elements of
the drug remain in a user’s bloodstream for a
period of time and no tests
are currently available to
prove impairment.
Devine said the best
approach is to have an
updated drug policy. Termination for marijuana use will
be difficult, especially if the
user claims to be addicted.
“If you’re federally regulated, it’s very difficult to terminate unless you have just
cause, and just cause doesn’t
apply to someone who’s
addicted,” she explained.
“Addiction is a disability
according to human rights
legislation.”
An employee who claims
addiction must be accommodated. This means
the company will have to offer an assistance
program and will have to allow the employee to
return to work upon completion of the program.
The employer will also have to pay for the program and after care programs, even any transportation costs (ie. bus or Uber fares) to attend
the program.

The driver shortage
The impending ELD mandate could lead to more
drivers leaving the industry, Devine pointed out.
She said a June 2016 study indicated a Canadian
driver shortage of 34,000 could hit by 2024, potentially increasing to a 48,000-driver shortage.
Devine said the driving workforce is 97%
male, presenting an opportunity to recruit more
women. A professional driver earned an average
wage of $23 per hour in 2014, which is above average, “but we all know about what longhaul drivers go through.”

Driver distraction
Devine warned the federal government could
introduce tougher legislation to fight distracted
driving. Fleets need to have firm and clear policies against distracted driving, she suggested.
They should include progressive discipline and
educational components. Also, she warned, ensure
any policies (ie. post-accident) don’t require drivers
to use their devices when still driving.
“I can’t say anything other than, protect yourself against what could be an expensive and horrendous result,” she warned.

Employees vs dependent contractors
vs independent contractors
How drivers are categorized by employers, themselves, and by Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) is
an ongoing source of confusion. In Canada, there
are two different tests used by CRA to determine
if an individual is an employee or an independent
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contractor. They may also be considered a dependent contractor.
Fleets that monopolize or control the driver’s business in any way could be considered to
be employers. For example, if the operator isn’t
allowed to haul loads for another company, then
they could be considered a dependent contractor,
in which case they are treated by CRA more like
an employee and the fleet should be deducting
and paying certain employment-related costs.
Fleets that use drivers deemed dependent contractors can be held responsible for any unpaid
remittances. Devine advised fleet managers to
consult with a labor employment lawyer. They can
also ask the feds for a ruling before the end of the
year, to ensure they’re managing drivers properly.
“Not enough people do that,” said Devine. “Why
not, if you think you’ve done it right, go get a ruling that (CRA) agrees? It’s less expensive to get
a ruling ahead of time than to find out after the
fact that they don’t agree with you.”

Cross-border issues
When trucking into the U.S., Devine said fleets
must be aware that legal judgments against carriers are skyrocketing, sometimes amounting to
more than US$100 million.
“You have to prepare for those horrendous
judgments that can come down in the U.S.,” she
warned. Since most carriers don’t carry $100-million insurance policies, she suggested ensuring
the company’s assets are separated from the main
business. That way, if the fleet suffers a crash in
the U.S., the plaintiff attorneys can’t target the
other assets of the main company.
She also said fleets operating in the U.S. should
have legal contacts there before an accident – or
even an immigration issue involving a driver –
even occurs.
“When you need a lawyer, that’s when they’re
hard to find,” Devine quipped.

Cargo crime
Devine noted Ontario has climbed the ranks of
where cargo crime most frequently occurs, landing in the second spot behind only Texas, accord-

ing to monitoring service CargoNet. Fifty-eight
per cent of reported thefts involved a stolen vehicle, and 54% involved the theft of cargo.

Brokering backhauls
As private fleets seek out freight to fill empty trailers on backhauls, Devine said it’s important to
keep in mind this changes the status of the private fleet to that of broker.
“If someone says ‘I delivered my load of goods
out of Nova Scotia, the truck is empty and I want
to offset some of the cost of that truck coming
back,’ and they start calling around to get a load,
you are brokering that space. That’s important
to remember,” Devine explained. “Whoever it is
that’s giving you the load becomes your customer.
You need agreements you may be unfamiliar with
because you didn’t consider yourself a broker.”
It may also require the fleet to carry additional
insurance, if the load is worth more than $2 per
pound. Devine said to arrange through the contract of carriage that the customer bears the cost
of the extra insurance, and to clearly state the
company’s limitation of liability to $2/lb unless
willing to add more insurance coverage. The
contract should also be approved by the fleet’s
insurer, she added.

New technologies
Autonomously driven trucks and other safety
technologies are rapidly arriving in the industry, but can they make trucking less safe? Devine
said lawyers are looking to see how new safety
technologies can potentially take a driver’s focus
off the task at hand.
But the potential of technology to reduce
crashes and expensive judgments should be considered, she added. A property damage payout in
the U.S. ranges from $100,000 to $200,000, an accident with injury from $135,000-$455,000, and if
there’s a fatality, then it will cost from $885,000
to $1.3 million or more. Those are some large payouts compared to the cost of a lane departure
warning system (US$700-$800), or a collision mitigation system that can reduce rear-end fatalities
and injuries by 20-25%. TN
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Special Olympics convoys set to roll
NIAGARA FALLS, ONTARIO
The Private Motor Truck Council (PMTC) this year donated $1,000 to Canadian convoys to support
Special Olympics.
The money was presented on behalf of speakers at the PMTC conference in June.
“This is a great cause, and one the PMTC is proud to help support,” said PMTC president Mike Millian.
World’s Largest Truck Convoy for Special Olympics events are held throughout Canada this year,
beginning Aug. 28 in P.E.I. and culminating Sept. 23 in Nova Scotia.
In between, there are stops in Manitoba on Sept. 9, Saskatchewan on Sept. 10, two in Ontario on
Sept. 16, as well as one in Alberta on that same day.
For more info on the Ontario convoys, visit www.TruckConvoy.ca.
Visit www.specialolympics.ca for a calendar of events, including additional convoys. TN

Top fleet graphics win PMTC awards
NIAGARA FALLS, ONTARIO
In what has become known as the most colorful awards ceremony in the industry, the Private Motor
Truck Council of Canada (PMTC) once again recognized some of the splashiest fleet graphics found
on the road.
It’s the 32nd year of the PMTC Vehicle Graphics Design competition. Awards were presented in six
categories, including: Tractor-trailer; straight truck; special events/promotion; light-duty commercial truck; human interest; and identity fleet graphics.
“This national event brings entries from across the country and is a clear indication of how much
pride companies take in promoting their products and services through engaging vehicle graphics,”
said PMTC president Mike Millian. “We congratulate all the award winners and thank all those that
participated.”
Winners were: Tractor-trailer, Warren Gibson; straight truck, Leis Pet; special events/promotion,
Hammond Transportation; light-duty commercial truck, Lifescape Construction; identity fleet graphics, Burnbrae Farms; and human interest, West Coast Transportation. TN
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Traffic at the Port
of Halifax is booming
By Sonia Straface
HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA
Container traffic at the Port of Halfax is flourishing, jumping 19% yearover-year.
According to the latest numbers
released by the port, container traffic was up 17% in the first half of
2017, compared to the same time
last year. And that was after a milestone-reaching 2016 when container
traffic at the Port of Halifax spiked
14.9% from 2015.
In addition, the port is making
headlines as it has been welcoming
massive container ships it wouldn’t
have been able to service in the past.
All of this success can be credited to
a number of factors, said Lane Farguson, communications advisor for
the Halifax Port Authority.
“We have been in a positive
growth cycle here at the Port of Halifax for the last two years now and
certainly our last quarterly numbers reflect that,” he said. “There’s
a number of factors that are coming
together that are favorable for us at

sel over 10,000 TEU, Farguson noted.
“We were very excited to see that
vessel,” he said. “It speaks to the
deployment of vessels into the eastern trade lanes that we’re a part of.”
Farguson said that the port is gearing up and preparing to accept vessels of a similar size in the near future.
“We’d been preparing for the
arrival of larger vessels for years
now,” he said. “And now that we’re
seeing them, we’re looking ahead to
make the necessary infrastructure
changes to be able to berth and service those vessels.” TN

the Port of Halifax right now. We’ve
got excellent partnerships with our
terminal operators, ocean carriers, our rail provider, CN, our labor
group in Halifax, the ILA (union)
and the Atlantic Pilotage Authority and local tug operators.”
He added the second piece of the
puzzle to help create this boom at
the port was the additional lane of
the Suez Canal that opened up in
2015, and more recently the expansion of the Panama Canal.
“As a result of those two pieces, we
are seeing larger vessels deployed along
the East Coast of North America,” Farguson said. “And with the raising of
the Bayonne Bridge in N.Y. recently,
that’s accelerating these larger vessels being deployed along the eastern
North American trade lanes.”
Normally, the port had been
accepting vessels measured in the
4,000-6,000 TEU (20-foot equivalent) range. However, on June 29, it
welcomed the gigantic Zim Antwerp,
a vessel the measured 349 meters
in length and had a TEU capacity
of 10,062.
It marked the port’s first ever ves-
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Chrysler’s plan to outsource
trucking back on the table
By Ron Stang
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
Talks continue between Fiat Chrysler Canada (FCA) and its unionized
transport drivers after the company rescinded a letter indicating it
planned to outsource the almost 300
jobs of those who drive parts trucks
between FCA facilities mainly in the
Windsor-Detroit area.
The discussions are aimed at finding ways to avert closing the transport department, which is decades
old, is based in Windsor, and is the
only such transport division among
the traditional Big Three Detroit
automakers. General Motors and
Ford have no such departments.

The company is refusing to comment on the talks and why it sent
the outsourcing letter, though earlier this year it indicated it wanted to
outsource the work by the end of 2017.
“It’s not something we’re commenting on,” FCA’s Windsor-based
spokeswoman Lou Ann Gosselin
said in early August.
The company had earlier said
no job losses were anticipated,
and retirement incentives would
be offered or jobs found elsewhere
within FCA facilities. The transport
division is based at the sprawling
Windsor Assembly Plant, which

An FCA yard used by the company’s own trucks to transport automotive parts.
makes the Chrysler Pacifica and
Dodge Grand Caravan minivans.
Its trucks are ubiquitous on
major city streets but are separate
from another transport division,
which carries FCA’s fully assembled vehicles.

Ironically, FCA created that division from scratch in 2014 after a rate
dispute with a company it had long
contracted the work to, Allied Systems. At the time, it balked at Allied’s
demands for a rate increase, quickly
walked away, invested $15 million,
and purchased 33 tractor-trailers.
“That’s totally separate,” Unifor national auto representative
Dino Chiodo said of the car hauling division.
Meanwhile, the parts trucking division that is under threat, known as
FCA Transport, has been operating as
many as 90 tractors and 284 trailers.
The union has until Aug. 18 to provide alternatives to the company to
keep the operation internal.
“I think what it does is it gives
us an opportunity to sit down and
look at what possibilities are there
to make us or keep us competitive
well into the future,” Chiodo said.
The union last month declared the
outsourcing letter’s withdrawal as
a “clear victory,” because had it not
done so, the transport division would
have automatically closed Sept. 24.
Chiodo said the union understands
the company’s cost pressures. He
said the company told the union “we
understand what our competition is
charging to pull a truck as compared
to what our guys are making pulling
a truck, how can we put efficiencies
or is there a way to do it?”
Drivers carry loads as far north as
the FCA’s Brampton Assembly Plant
or as far south as Toledo’s Lynch
Road Assembly.
Chiodo said the company had
never brought the outsourcing issue
up in the last round of negotiations,
which took place last year. “Nothing
was presented to us in bargaining
with reference to outsourcing the
department,” he said.
Should an agreement not be
reached, the union said it will take
the issue to immediate arbitration.
Asked about the mood of the drivers, Chiodo said, “I think there’s a
cloud over their heads, I think that
they’re nervous, I think that they’re
angry, I think that they’re frustrated, I think that they want to
know answers. We’ve had a couple
of meetings with them to make sure
they understood what was going on
and where we were at. But obviously,
it can’t be easy going to work every
day thinking the company wants to
take your job away from you.” TN
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Northern Ontario rest areas
need improvements: study
SAULT STE. MARIE, ONTARIO
The Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) and the Ministry of Northern
Development and Mines (MNDM) recently released a draft strategy to help
guide transportation policies and infrastructure in northern Ontario for the
next 25 years.
The draft, called 2041 Northern Ontario Multimodal Transportation Strategy, outlines a vision, goals and directions to address challenges that are unique
to northern Ontario. As it concerns the trucking industry, the draft specifically
outlines proposed rest areas in need of improvement.
According to the draft, “A well-planned rest area can serve both as a stop for
commercial vehicles and passenger buses complying with federal hours-of-service regulations, and as information centers about natural and cultural points
of interest. Given the diverse range of highway users in northern Ontario, rest
areas that provide basic amenities are needed at strategic locations. Currently,
there are long stretches along the Trans-Canada Highway in northern Ontario
with no year-round rest areas that provide basic amenities to travelers.”
The MTO and MNDM named three rest areas as priority areas for improvement: Hwy. 17, 1.3 kms east of the Ontario-Manitoba Border; Hwy. 11, eight
kilometers east of Hwy. 663 (west of Hearst); and Hwy. 144, at the junction with
Hwy. 560 (Watershed).
According to the action plan, these rest areas will be improved upon by the
MTO and MNDM with help from municipal and private sector partners. TN
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Phillips Industries raises money for SickKids
Phillips Industries has made an annual donation to SickKids Foundation,
in conjunction with Heavy Duty Aftermarket Canada (HDAC).
The company says it raised $18,427 in support of the conference’s primary
charity. The money was raised through live auction events held each year.
This marks the 17th year that HDAC has organized an event to raise money
for the SickKids Foundation, which raises money on behalf of The Hospital
for Sick Children. TN
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2018 NEW REMTEC 57,000L 6 comp’t TC-406 petroleum
quads, well spec’d with disc brakes or drums.
Call
Long term lease option avail.

UNIT TN 10361 – 1995 TREMCAR 45,460 Lts. one compt
stainless insulated, storage tank.
Call
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UNIT TN S402A – 2018 TREMCAR 38,000 Lts, one compt
3A food grade sanitary, special top safety rail, internal wash
system w/ top and bottom connections.
Call

UNIT TN S408 – 2018 TREMCAR 9000 I.G., DOT-407
stainless R.T.A.C. B-train, Intraax air ride, Michelin tires,
well spec’d.
Call

UNIT TN 10316 – 1982 REMTEC 39,000 Lts, 4 compt, aluminum Non code 60’’ x 60 tridem.
Call

I G one compt,
compt
UNIT TN 3629 – 1992 KROHNERT 8500 I.G.
non-code stainless 8’ x 8’ tri axle. Safetied.
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UNIT TN 10437 – 2016 POLAR 34,000 Lts, DOT-407 stainless
one compt 72’’ x 72’’ tridem, well spec’d. Safetied.

UNIT TN 9543 – 1996 TREMCAR 8500 I.G. insulated s/s
DOT 407 quads, recent trades, all have been thru the shop,
new safeties & B 620’s, located in Oakville & Laval.
Call

UNIT TN 9830 SELECTION OF (3) Non-RTAC, aluminum,
multi compt B-trains, Spring ride, alum. wheels. Well priced.
Call

UNIT TN 9933 – 1995 REMTEC 44,000 Lts, non-code
aluminum insulated one compt quad. Excellent storage or
over the road unit.
Call

UNIT TN 10414 – 2002 REMTEC 57,000 lts aluminum
one compt, non-code, Internal baffles, excellent sludge tank.
Safetied.

UNIT TN 9564 – 1997 TREMCAR 6400 I.G.
I G DOT-407
insulated one compt quads with stainless frames and new
inspections. Clean solid units.
Call
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Fergus spirit lives on
Continued from page 1
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a laid-back, scaled-down show experience, Hatch advised.
“We had a way more relaxed atmosphere,” she said. “Sometimes you
have to take it back to grassroots, and
I think Full Throttle Speedway, in a
lot of people’s minds, is grassroots.
It’s a place to come and enjoy family and friends, no pressure. I think
that’s what this show brought. There
wasn’t any stress, people just had fun,
nobody got out of hand – it was an
absolutely great, respectful time.”
The Fergus Truck Show, once the
largest in Ontario, if not Canada,
became a victim of its own success.
The show regularly drew more than
400 trucks, but once it got about as
big as a truck show in that area could
get, well meaning organizers looked
to expand other aspects of the event.
They brought in bigger-name bands,
which in turn attracted a larger audience, including some rowdies and
their shenanigans.
Many of those folks had no interest in the trucks that were on display, and the truckers had little interest in the bands. The truckers – who
formed the nucleus the show was built
around – turned cranky when entry
fees were steadily increased to pay for
those big bands. Many felt The Fergus Truck Show had become less of a
truck show, and more of a music festival. Greed wasn’t driving ambitions
to grow the show; monies raised
were plowed into worthwhile local
causes. The intentions of the organizers were laudable – the more people they could draw, the more money
they could raise for local initiatives.
But for truck show purists, the Fergus
Truck Show had lost its way.
Organizers announced in February the Fergus Truck Show was to
cease operations.
“The Board of Directors would
like to sincerely thank all of our
volunteers, attendees and drivers
that have come through the gates
for the past 30-plus years. It is with
the utmost of gratitude and appreciation that we thank you for your
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support over these past years,” organizers posted on the show’s Facebook page in February.
But a handful of volunteers didn’t
want to see the area go without a
truck show, and decided to host a
new one that would mark a return to
the Fergus show’s grassroots origin.
A site was selected about 70 kilometers to the northwest of Fergus, at the
Full Throttle Speedway in Durham,
Ont. The speedway provides expansive grounds for truck and RV parking and some side entertainment in
the form of motorsports, including
a truck pull. The pairing went over
well, according to Hatch.
“We had a great turnout for the
truck pulls on Friday night,” Hatch
said, noting even some of the highway tractors participated. More
than 2,000 spectators attended the
races and truck show on the evening
of Saturday, July 22, despite some
unpleasant weather.
The committee will meet in the
coming days to decide on the future
of the Great Canadian Truck Show,
but Hatch was optimistic it will
return to the same venue next year.
“The grounds worked well for us,”
she said. “There were lots of hiccups,
obviously. When it’s your first time
at the grounds, you’re not sure
how it’s going to work, and Mother
Nature made some wet areas we
weren’t expecting. We will have a
meeting of the minds and see if it
worked for everybody. I do believe it
will be here next year, but we have
to talk to everybody and make sure
they’re on-board.”
Several truck owners received
awards as part of the show’n’shine,
but there was one award organizers
were unable give out. The President’s
Award was to go to a participant who
went above and beyond to promote
the event. There were too many candidates to choose from, Hatch said.
“We had truckers who came in
here on Tuesday to help set up for
the show, volunteering, no questions
asked,” she said. “We had people who
worked everywhere, getting it out on
social media, telling people about the
show. We couldn’t choose somebody,
so this year it went to all the people
who made the show happen.”

Show’n’shine awards went to:
Earl MacDonald & Sons Transport,
Best 2017 Working Truck; Schlueters, Best Vintage Working Tractor;
Earl Hardy Transport, Best Restored
Tractor; Steve Constantine, Best
Paint Tractor; Boyd’s, Best Mural;
Premier Bulk Systems, Best Commercial Logo; and Gervais Towing,
Best Heavy Recovery.
Hatch said Royal Engraving sponsored the plaques, and she thanked
everyone who chipped in to make
the inaugural event a success. For
more on the event, visit its Facebook
page at Facebook.com/greatcanadiantruckshow. TN
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Business

What to expect at
the first NACV show
New show will focus on technology, and facilitating business
between fleet decision-makers and suppliers
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
This September, Atlanta will host
the first-ever North American Commercial Vehicle (NACV) show, a joint
initiative between Newcom U.S.A.
and Deutsche Messe.
Nearly 400 suppliers will be
exhibiting at the show, which will
be focused on the needs of fleet
executives and decision-makers. It
will be unlike any existing North
American trucking trade show,

with a clear focus on technology,
and facilitating business between
truck fleets and their suppliers. The
show will take place in odd-numbered years, alternating with the
global IAA Commercial Vehicles
Show in Hannover, Germany. We
caught up with Joe Glionna, president of Newcom (publisher of Truck
News), to discuss the new show and
what exhibitors and visitors can
expect to see.

TN: Why was a new show for the
trucking industry needed, and how
did it get started?
Glionna: The basic reason for a new
show is that, when you looked at the
existing shows in the U.S., there was a
hole in the form of a large-scale event
that brought in significant numbers
of fleet executives. You had shows
specific to the aftermarket, you had
shows specific to various niches, and
more broad-based trucking indus-
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try events with a lot of drivers, owner-operators and families – a lot of
truck enthusiasts.
What was missing was a bare
bones trade show for fleet executives.
We partnered with Deutsche Messe/
Hannover Fairs USA, who help manage the IAA show in Hannover, Germany, and are bringing that model
over here to North America.
TN: It sounds like they were a natural partner for this initiative?
Glionna: Yes, when the opportunity came up in the U.S., it was clear
to me that being a Canadian show
operator – as well-respected as we
are in Canada – wouldn’t be enough
to win a contract in the U.S. So,
bringing Hannover in as our partner
for Atlanta didn’t seal the deal on its
own, but was definitely the right step
and a good choice, because together
we are a formidable duo.
TN: What will visitors to the NACV
show notice the most? How will it be
different from shows that visitors
may have attended in the past?
Glionna: They’ll notice a couple of
things. One, the style of the booths
and basically the investment being
spent on these booths, specifically
by the truck manufacturers. It’s
just incredible. We’ve had to rent
the show floor for an extra day and
a half just so the Navistars, Daimlers, Volvos, and Macks can have
enough time to set up their rigs.
They’re spending millions of dollars
on these booths. It’s the kind of display that, the industry hasn’t seen
anything like it.
The other big difference is, the
reinvigorated attitude towards trade
shows. The truck manufacturers had
lost some interest in these shows, but
with this renewed attitude and big
investment, they’re spending a lot
of effort on inviting their customers
and working with the show organizers on the attendance marketing
campaign to really let the industry
know that trade shows aren’t new,
but this is a new concept.
So, simply walking around the
show f loor, I expect to see a lot
of buyers, a lot of presidents and
vice-presidents and f leet maintenance managers. What you won’t
see are families, strollers, drivers.
We certainly respect truck drivers and the family aspect of the
trucking industry, but our position is, there are great shows for
truck enthusiasts and for drivers
and owner-operators. We really
want to separate that part of the
industry from the executive business side.
TN: How involved have the OEMs
been in shaping this show?
Glionna: We sometimes joke that
it’s their show. From day one, we’ve
had an advisory committee made
up of the truck manufacturers who
are in the show. They’ve been heav-
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ily involved with the shaping of the
show schedule, the style of the show,
right down to the days they wanted
to have the show.
TN: Truck shows in North America
have always been a great place to see
new equipment, but there haven’t
always been a lot of deals closed on
the show floor. Are you looking to
change that with this new concept
and if so, how do you create a culture where sales are closed at the
show itself?
Glionna: It’s a good question. The
short answer is, we won’t change
it in one show. This is going to be
a long process. The truck manufacturers have agreed to a threeshow commitment with the understanding that you’re not going to
reinvent the wheel in one show.
We typically don’t view shows in
North America as buying shows
the way they are in Europe. It’s not
just a trucking industry mentality change – it’s really the North
American business mentality in
respect to many shows.
We will have business offices
overlooking the booths so the truck
manufacturers have offices off the
show floor where they can have
meetings, give presentations, and
show their customers a bird’s eye
view of their booths. There are hundreds of meeting rooms available
for exhibitors to use for off-floor
meetings. Even a 10x10 exhibitor
will have the opportunity to have
meetings in the Georgia World
Congress Center.
The truck OEMs have even discussed changing their sales cycles
and processes to make the show
a part of that sale. They may have
their customers fly in to the show,
and have specific time slots for the
OEM executives to meet with the
fleet executives, show them their
equipment, then take them up to the
private office and get a deal done.

“If you want to have an opportunity
to see the latest equipment in one
location, in a truncated time frame,
NACV is absolutely the show for
you to attend.” – Joe Glionna, Newcom
utives simply don’t feel they have
the time to go to trade shows. Well,
when the trade show floor is less
full, but full of the right people, you
have more time to talk to supplier
representatives. You have more
time to walk around and focus on
the types of equipment you’re looking to spec’ or the types of trucks
you’re looking to buy.
And it’s also one of the reasons

we picked Atlanta. You can fly to
Atlanta from any city, just about, in
North America. We have 36 hotels
currently booked. So, in a sense,
we’ve done our best to eliminate
the travel excuse.
TN: How can fleet decision-makers
ensure they get the most out of the
show?
Glionna: I would say, talk to your

suppliers who are going to be at
the show, because there are a lot of
exciting events going on, that the
suppliers are putting on. We have
partnered with the exhibitors and
relied on them to take control of
their events and their customer
appreciation evenings. So, I would
say to any interested attendee, talk
to your suppliers, ask what they’re
doing, and get a free invitation code
from them. TN
The NACV show runs Sept. 25-28
in Atlanta, Ga. General admission for fleet decision-makers is on
Sept. 26-28, with invite-only guests
attending on Sept. 25. Press conferences begin on Sept. 24. For full
details and a list of exhibitors, visit
www.NACVshow.com.

TN: We have talked a lot about the
OEMs’ role in the new show, but there
are a lot of smaller exhibitors as well.
What do they bring to the event?
Glionna: You can’t have a truck
show without the trucks, but you’re
absolutely right, we have 367 exhibitors. Every Tier 1 manufacturer is
going to be there. The majority of the
trailer manufacturers are going to
be there, and the service suppliers as
well. We have some insurance companies, your parts suppliers. So, it’s
going to be a show that has all the
equipment.
TN: Why should fleet decision-makers attend the first ever NACV show?
Glionna: It’s simple: if you want
to have an opportunity to see the
latest equipment in one location,
in a truncated time frame, NACV
is absolutely the show for you to
attend. We’re sensitive to people’s
time and the reality is, a lot of exec-
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Five takeaways
from Mullen Group’s
Q2 earnings
OKOTOKS, ALBERTA
A slowly recovering oil and gas industry, and a growing economy, helped
Mullen Group achieve improved
earnings in the second quarter.
The company grew revenue
by 10.8%, to $273.6 million. This
included a $13.9 million increase in
trucking logistics revenue and an
$11.3 million improvement in the oilfield services segment. Net income
increased 43.1%, to $19.6 million.
“This was the first quarter in sev-

eral years that we began to witness
a broad-based recovery across most
of our business lines, with the only
exception being the development of
major capital projects in Alberta
related to the oilsands and some
of the large diameter pipeline
undertakings,” said Murray Mullen, chairman and CEO of Mullen
Group. “Revenue expanded in both
segments with our trucking/logistics segment achieving a record for
any quarter.”

In an earnings call with analysts, Mullen gave more insight into
how the company is faring, and its
future vision.

On acquisition targets
Mullen Group has $250 million in
cash earmarked for acquisitions,
but Mullen said if an appropriate
match doesn’t come along, it will use
the money to instead pay down debt.
It won’t make an acquisition just for
the sake of growth, Mullen insisted.
“Our primary objective still right
now is to look and get really great
acquisitions,” Mullen said. “But

“It’s easy to get an
acquisition, but it’s
tough to get out of
an acquisition, so
I’m pretty cautious
on that front.”
Murray Mullen, Mullen Group
great acquisitions, they come along
once in a while. And if we force it
too much, we’re paying too much.
So, we’re pretty cautious. But boy,
the deal flow we see on acquisitions
– there’s a lot of them. But most of
them, we don’t like…It’s easy to get
an acquisition, but it’s tough to get
out of an acquisition, so I’m pretty
cautious on that front.”
Mullen said if the right fit isn’t
found, the company can use its cash
to pay down debt or increase its dividends.
On the ‘Amazon-ation’ of trucking
Mullen Group is focused on capitalizing on the trend towards e-commerce, through the management
of its LTL trucking operations and
also the development of an online
marketplace called Moveitonline.
The online freight-matching service is still in the works and will be
rolled out across the industry when
it’s ready, Mullen noted, making the
company a more significant thirdparty logistics player.
“We’re not going to invest in
trucks,” he said. “Look, we want to
own the customers. We don’t necessarily want to own the trucks.
We’ll own the truck if we make
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enough money and get an appropriate return. But if the marketplace is
extremely competitive, Moveitonline becomes an enabler for our
logistics business to grow. And only
a few companies are going to be able
to get their own marketplace. We
think we’ll be one of them.”
On capacity and rates
While economic growth in Canada
has been slow, trucking margins
have remained depressed, so not
much capacity has been added. Mullen said slowly increasing freight
demand without the addition of
trucking capacity has now created a

scenario where supply and demand
are better aligned and predatory
pricing has subsided.
“In the spot market, the pricing
pressures are not anywhere near as
intense (as they’ve been),” Mullen
said. “We’ll see how that plays out
and if it continues when you get into
the contract basis. But we’re seeing
some positive signs.”
On demand in the oilfield
Mullen’s oilfield services segment
has improved, but Mullen pointed
out it’s coming off the devastating
lows of 2015-2016, and not building
on previous highs. While drilling

activity has improved, he said the
large-scale capital projects have not
been revived.
“Today, the industry is in a recovery mode, not a growth mode,” he
said. “We do not see a recovery in
the big capital projects, like oilsands development, new upgraders or pipelines to tidewater. These
projects were big economic drivers,
creating a multitude of high-paying jobs and requiring a tremendous
amount of transportation and logistics coordination…The era of the big
capital oilsands projects, while perhaps not extinct yet, is certainly on
the endangered list.”

On the overall Canadian economy
Mullen’s outlook on the Canadian
economy as a whole was more upbeat,
thanks in part to the fact Alberta is
now contributing to economic growth
and isn’t weighing it down.
“Job growth is healthy. Consumer
spending is robust. Trade is doing a
little bit better,” Mullen said. However, he noted Eastern Canada is
now the motor that’s driving the
economy.
“We see the economic growth
engine for Canada is now in the east,
where the vast majority of consumers are, not the west, where the oil
and gas is,” Mullen said. TN
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Canadian spot market freight
volumes hit new record
In the U.S., tonnage slides
TORONTO, ONTARIO
Canadian spot market load volumes
continued their impressive performance, as total truckload spot market freight volumes rose 9% in June
compared to May 2017.
Compared to last year, volumes in
June rose 45% year-over-year, according to TransCore Link Logistics, easily surpassing all previously recorded
load volumes for the month. Also
noteworthy, when compared to any
month in any given year, June 2017
volumes were the second highest
ever recorded in history. The highest
record was set in March 2014.
To date, load activity has been
up and down in the first half of the
year. After an April decline, volumes
underwent a late spring rally turning higher in May and then again in
June, topping at an all-time high to
end the first half of 2017.
The second quarter of 2017
improved 7% compared to the previous quarter, and improved by 38%
year-over-year, compared to the second quarter of 2016.

Equipment capacity
June 2017’s truck-to-load ratio
decreased further, reaching 1.75

trucks for every load, the lowest ratio since January 2015 and
a 42% improvement from the
same time last year. Meanwhile,
equipment postings decreased 6%
month-over-month and 16% yearover-year.
U.S. tonnage declines
But for-hire truck tonnage in the U.S.
slid 4.3% in June, according to the
latest data from the American Trucking Associations (ATA).
The loss comes on the heels of a
6.9% gain in May, and is 1.3% stronger than last June. Year-to-date, tonnage is up 1% compared to the first
half of 2016.
“After such a large spike in May, it
was not surprising to see the index
give back some of those gains in
June,” said ATA chief economist Bob
Costello. “However, looking back at
the second quarter as a whole, tonnage was up 0.8% over the first quarter and 1.9% over the same quarter
last year, so it was a solid threemonth period. June’s slide does
not change my belief that we will
continue to see moderate, albeit at
times choppy, growth in truck tonnage as the year continues.” TN
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Insights
Private Matters

Let’s get on with ELD implementation
The impending electronic logging
device (ELD) mandate is a story
that just seems to keep going on
and on. On the Canadian side of
the border, the original technical
standard that was produced by the
Canadian Council of Motor Transport Administrators (CCMTA)
was finalized in 2013, after several
years of discussions and consultations. The rule was largely based on
the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration (FMCSA) ELD
technical standard produced south
of the border, with changes made to
ensure that Canadian regulations
and challenges were addressed.
The original FMCSA mandate was
to take effect in 2012, however was
withdrawn and held in abeyance as
a result of a court challenge.
The FMCSA was ordered to go
back to work on the standard
before reintroducing it. The U.S.
final rule was again published in
December 2015, with the compliance date being effective Dec. 18,
2017. Back in Canada, the CCMTA
revised its technical standard and
reissued it in late 2016.
Indications at the time were that
the standard and proposed regulation would be posted in Canada
Gazette Part 1 by the spring of 2017
(after it was originally indicated
this would occur in late fall/early
winter of 2016). This would be followed by a 60-day comment period,
then published in Canada Gazette
Part 2, once comments were
addressed, with a two-year grandfather period before it became law.
Here we are, in the summer of
2017, and the proposed regulation
has yet to be published. Considering how slowly things can move up
the ladder in government, I guess I
should not be surprised. However,
it is becoming slightly frustrating.
It is time to get the standard published in Canada Gazette Part 1
so all in the industry can view the
standard, comment on it, express
their concerns, and then move to
the next phase of the process.
On the U.S. side of the border, a
recent Senate bill was introduced
by Texas Rep. Brian Babin. It looks
to delay the implementation of the
U.S. rule by two years, to December 2019. Most in the inner circle do
not expect this bill to pass, however
there are no guarantees in politics,
which is especially true south of the
border these days.
It is interesting that the latest
attempt to delay the legislation
in the U.S. is just that, a delay. It
is not looking to get the mandate
thrown out, however if this delay
tactic works, I assume the challenge portion will follow. I, for
one, hope the tactics south of the
border do not influence Transport
Canada’s plans. It is well past the

time to get the proposed legislation posted in Canada Gazette Part
1 and get things moving to the next
level. Another round of delays is not
needed, nor warranted. We have
been sitting in limbo with ELDs
for long enough.
One thing appears clear for all in
the industry to see: it is not a matter of if the ELD mandate comes
into effect on either side of the
border, but a matter of when. This
being the case, let’s move forward.
On that front, one word of advice
for carriers out there. If you are a
Canadian carrier who operates into
the U.S., the law currently states
you must have an FMCSA-compli-

ant ELD in use by December 2017.
If you are waiting and hoping for
a delay, and one does not occur, you
will find yourself in a mad dash to
make your fleet compliant. This is
not a simple flip of the switch. You
need to research suppliers, schedule installations, train your operations, IT department, and drivers.
You will also need to check and verify that your current routes can be
completed legally. If you are a Canada-only fleet, you may have a bit
more time, with finalized dates not
yet known, but it is coming, and
likely within the next couple of
years. If you are not already doing
this, start researching and start

Mike Millian is president of the
Private Motor Truck Council
of Canada, the only national
association that represents the
views and interests of the private
fleet industry. He can be
reached at trucks@pmtc.ca.

planning for implementation. The
government will get this published
eventually, and when they do, the
lead time may not be what we envisioned. TN
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Insights
Over the Road

Corporate cultures have evolved
The fall fanfare of annual general
meetings, roundtables, panel discussions, and training seminars is
about to kick off for all the movers and shakers. Most of the topics will focus on profitability as
the goal.
There was a time when profit was
the result of good management and
not the reason for it. It wasn’t that
long ago, but if you’re under the age
of 45 you may not have a clear memory of it.
A 37.5-hour workweek, health and
dental coverage, 20% of pre-tax profits shared with employees, mentorship, regular training, job postings
promoting growth from within.
This was the culture of retailing I
was introduced to in the ’70s. Yes, I
said retailing.
Those perks of the job were not
the result of a negotiated contract between workers and management. It was the founders’ values that determined the quality
of the workplace. Those values
extended beyond the workplace
and into the social network of
employees’ lives.
There was an annual children’s
Christmas party, wide-ranging
support for community events and
fundraisers, company hockey and
baseball teams, and generous financial support for an employee association headed by long-term employees that organized these events.
Best of all, the company was profitable and grew steadily from year to
year, adding jobs as it went. There
was no lack of financial reward for
the founders.
It’s definitely not rocket science.
Any truck driver on the road today
who brings a passion for driving to
the job will tell you that their enjoyment is enhanced when they are
treated well and compensated fairly.
The sweet sauce is how you are
treated by the people you depend
on – supervisors and co-workers –
from day to day.
The workplace has changed
across all industries in the past 30
years. The sense of social responsibility employers held towards
their employees was not limited to
smaller family-owned businesses
as it seems to be today. Large public companies invested heavily in
their workforce.
There was a social contract
between employers and employees that didn’t exist on paper. It
filled employees with a sense of
security for themselves and their
families. That doesn’t exist anymore. That’s not a trucking issue,
it’s a societal one.
I think when we talk about old
school values within the trucking
industry, this is what we are talking
about. When I left the retail sec-

tor it was five to six years after the
founding family sold the business.
It ended up in the hands of a large
multinational company and the
“unprofitable” parts that did not fit
into the master plan were dismantled or sold off.
Employees were “downsized.”
Any sense of responsibility to the
individual employee was not part
of the corporate agenda. We see
this scenario playing out regularly across the trucking industry these days.
Some of you may feel I’m simply filled with sour grapes, pining for a time that no longer exists
and unable to adapt to a changing world. On the contrary, I’m

simply questioning the path we
have chosen to take, or perhaps,
the path we are being led down.
I encourage anyone reading this
to do the same.
In my youth, I saw capitalism as
a catalyst that enabled growth and
financial security up and down the
social ladder. Today, capitalism is
an ideology. A contentious statement on my part? Sure. But what’s
the good of holding an opinion if you
don’t voice it. The values of the corporations we are dependent upon
should be questioned.
The job of a truck driver is all
about independence and initiative.
I don’t want or need anyone to hold
my hand or reward me for some-

Al Goodhall has been a professional longhaul driver since 1998.
He shares his experiences via his
blog at www.truckingacross
canada.blogspot.com. You can
follow him on Twitter at
@Al_Goodhall.

thing that is not my due. I believe
we all need to be accountable for
our individual performance. At the
same time we are all better off when
we are valued for that performance.
That’s why I’ve been 14 years with
my employer. Respect. TN
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Insights
You say tomato, I say tomahto

ELDs will bring prosperity to
well organized truckers
A recent post on social media from
my local service shop caught my
attention, as they were announcing
they are now offering to collect people’s trucks from local carriers, work
on them, and deliver them back to
the yard. A nice idea, but what caught
my attention was the reason behind
it: electronic logging devices (ELDs).
My carrier recently sent a satellite message informing drivers that
to operate within the law, they must
log journeys to the shop as on-duty
time, which has always been the case
under current hours-of-service.
All of a sudden, drivers felt it was
impossible to take their truck in
for service or repair, leading to this
shop offering to pick up and drop
off trucks. I use this shop myself,
and when my truck needs service or
repair, the process is simple. I complete my trip, drop my trailer, hand
in my paperwork, drive the five minutes to the shop, do my post-trip, log
off and get the wife to pick me up to
take me back to the yard to collect
my vehicle. And then I go home. The
process is reversed when I collect the
truck. All in all, it adds 15 minutes
to my logged hours at most, which
is spread over two shifts.
So, what’s the big deal? Why are
people finding it so difficult to perform such a simple task? The truth is
that these arguments are just fueled
by their hatred towards the e-log. I
know for a fact that none of the drivers having such a difficult time finding an extra 15 minutes are hitting
their 70 hours as they drive through
the yard gates. We are not dispatched
like that. There is always plenty of
time to do the job without coming
close to the limits of hours-of-service, so there is no genuine reason
why anybody cannot take their own
truck to the shop.
There is no good argument against
e-logs. There is no flexibility in the
hours-of-service rules. Once you
start your pre-trip, you have 14 hours
to get 11 hours or less of driving done,
that’s it.
Now, we all know you can tear up a
log sheet and start a new one in order
to make up for a delay, but why should
we? If our journey takes us through a
busy city and we lose an hour or two
in traffic, the rate should reflect that.
But if that delay never happened on
paper, that will never be the case. The
same applies to delays at the loading
dock. They can make it impossible
to make the delivery appointment
without rewriting a log sheet. Yet,
that isn’t anything we can control,
so why are we compensating for the
inefficiency or incompetence of others? We should be charging for the
lost time and corresponding revenue.
Then there are the drivers who
have to fudge their logs because of

poor time management. They want
to sit at the lunch counter telling
stories, or spend a couple of hours
in the sleeper in the afternoon. Well,
quite frankly that is ridiculous. First
of all, they probably wouldn’t need
a nap in the afternoon had they
not worked an 18-hour day the day
before and secondly, try behaving
like that in any other job. If you’re
working construction, or in an office
or factory and you want to take a
break when you feel like it, or you
want to take a two-hour nap in the
afternoon, you would be lucky if you
were not fired on the first day. Why

should trucking be any different?
There is a major upside to all of
this. At first, only a minority will
be able to take advantage of it. In
December, when anybody hauling to the U.S. and at most Canada-only carriers are running on
e-logs, it is going to be a gong show
of epic proportions. There will be
trucks marooned all over the place
and anybody that can manage their
time properly will be able to make a
killing. If you’re running on a mileage rate, there will be as many miles
as you can handle. If you’re running
for a percentage of revenue or have

A fourth generation trucker and
trucking journalist, Mark Lee uses
his 25 years of transcontinental
trucking in Europe, Asia,
North Africa and now North America
to provide an alternative
view of life on the road.

your own authority, you will be able
to earn enough in 2018 to take the
whole of 2019 off work. Trucking is
a supply and demand business. As
soon as there are more loads than
available trucks, rates go up. It’s as
simple as that, and if you’re in a position to take advantage of that, you
will reap the rewards. TN
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Insights
Independent with Attitude

A win-win for carriers
large and small
Let’s shift engineering focus from emissions,
to reliability and fuel economy
Brace yourself. I’m going to extend
an olive branch to the large carriers and their associations. You were
warned.
When I started in business, I
never imagined the level of animosity that exists between large
and small trucking companies. I
naively figured we all had a job to
do – jobs that rarely intersected – so
we’d just get along. But this animosity between carriers big and small
has only intensified; there is anger
and bitterness, and often mistruths.
Small operators have been
labeled: lawbreakers, poor businesspeople, and destroyers of the
environment, on the topics of speed
limiters, electronic logging devices
(ELDs), and emission controls.
I’m done talking about speed limiters, and ELDs with one exception.
For those insisting that ELDs will
bankrupt most small carriers, I need
to burst your bubble.
I don’t deny hours-of-service
abuse exists, but in talking with
drivers from fleets of all sizes, I’m
convinced there is no higher per-

centage of small fleets abusing the
system than large ones. Also, blatant
law-breaking is clearly not part of
any responsible company’s business
plan, so knock it off.
I want to address the current
troublesome emissions systems. The
avoidance of – and tampering with
– these emissions aftertreatment
systems has been mostly blamed
on small carriers.
A substantial number of pre-emissions gliders have been assembled
for large, respected companies, so
again, knock it off and stop blaming the little guys.
Allow me to state, for the record,
the reasons many small companies
run older equipment.
We’re not uneducated, or
unaware, of the newer emissions
system requirements. We aren’t so
financially strapped as to be unable
to afford the new equipment.
We usually have limited truck and
trailer numbers. Reliability is critical, because we rarely have spare
tractors available, and the level of
service we offer to keep good cus-

tomers relies on our predictability.
We’ve calculated our costs of operation and ownership, and with equipment that’s home frequently for
regular maintenance, we do much
better with older iron.
Our operations simply won’t support power units that experience
excessive downtime. I heard of one
large fleet, with several different
truck brands, that has a fleet average
of five days between shop visits. How
does anyone do business like that?
The large carriers want us all in
newer equipment, to “level the playing field.”
You mean dragging us all down
equally, right? I’d like to offer a solution, but it means we have to work
together.
While some of us are reluctant,
I believe many small carriers are
eager to use newer equipment, if
only reliability and fuel mileage
matched that we achieved in the
early 2000s.
U.S. President Donald Trump
has shown strong resistance to any
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) actions that affect employment and the economy, so the timing of my proposal is perfect.
The brightest engineering minds
on the planet have achieved emissions levels unimagined 20 years
ago. I propose hitting the pause
button on further emissions restric-

Bill Cameron and his wife
Nancy own and operate Parks
Transportation. Bill can be reached
at williamcameron.bc@gmail.com.

tions, even if only for five years.
All previous emissions standards established maximum emission levels, but didn’t legislate fuel
economy or reliability. Let’s give
those same engineering geniuses a
few years to work on mileage and
reliability, without the burden of
achieving even lower exhaust levels. Start building reliable, fuel-efficient trucks like 15 years ago, and
more of us would buy them.
If we banded together, in a
mature, cooperative, non-partisan manner, maybe this could be
achieved. Smaller fleets would buy
newer equipment, and the lobby
groups could get off our backs. Large
fleets using new equipment would
see downtime decrease dramatically, with greater fuel efficiency as
a bonus. Other than a few disgruntled tree-huggers, who would lose?
Can we at least agree on that? TN
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Health
Preventive Maintenance

Clearing the air
Over the summer, it’s great to take
advantage of air-conditioning to
maintain a reasonable temperature
in your rig. However, driving long
hours with your windows closed
may seriously reduce your cab’s air
quality and affect your health.
Although your unit’s heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC)
system keeps you cool, it also allows
a variety of pollutants into your cab.
Independent studies show that concentrations of toxic gases, such as
carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and
oxides of nitrogen are often higher in
vehicles than allowed by the World
Health Organization (WHO) and
the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA).
These gases come from many
sources. One is vehicle exhaust. Your
truck’s HVAC system takes air from
the outside environment, including
emissions from nearby vehicles to
recirculate as “fresh air” in your cab.
As a result, your cab’s pollutant level
may be 10 times higher than outside,
depending on traffic density, flow
and speed, the age of your truck, the
type of vehicles ahead of you, and
weather conditions.
Studies have found that half of the
pollutants inside your vehicle may
come from the gasoline and diesel
exhaust of vehicles immediately
ahead of you. Traffic exhaust pollution, consisting of volatile organic
compounds like benzene, toluene,
formaldehyde, and carbon monoxide, can trigger headaches, drowsiness, dizziness, and nausea.
Another component of traffic pollution – particulate matter (coarse
and fine particles) – is particularly
harmful to people with heart disease or respiratory issues. According to studies, fine particulate matter from heavy traffic can cause
heart attacks and strokes for susceptible people, often within hours
of exposure. Even for healthy people,
particulate may affect their heart
rate/rhythm, clotting, and other
cardiovascular functions. Particulates also impact respiration,
causing lung congestion, sinus and
throat irritation, chest discomfort,
and aggravating asthma.
Your exposure to pollution
noticeably increases when driving
in urban areas with traffic lights
because the deceleration, idling and
acceleration associated with red
lights create concentrated points of
harmful particulate matter – 29%
higher than the open road. Even
though passing through intersections only accounts for 2% of driving
time, intersections are responsible
for 25% of inhaled pollutants and
driving in heavy traffic may reduce
your cab’s air quality to 40% lower
than in light traffic.
Your own breathing also lowers
air quality. Inhaling oxygen and

exhaling carbon dioxide in a closed
environment depletes your oxygen
supply, particularly if your HVAC
system is operating in the “closed/
recycle” mode to avoid outdoor-polluted air. Low oxygen levels impair
your judgment and muscle coordination, and increase your heart rate.
Even the common materials contained in your cab impact air quality.
Vinyl, plastic, leather, carpeting, fabrics, foam cushions, and adhesives,
may all leak VOCs, especially for
new vehicles in hot weather, as high
heat breaks down these compounds.
Chemical deodorizers and cleaning
products can also emit toxic fumes.
Low air quality in your cab can
have serious consequences – driver

fatigue, with drowsiness, low alertness, low concentration, slowed
reactions, and poor hand-eye coordination, is a primary cause of road
fatalities.
Be safe and avoid these issues.
Maintain the air quality in your cab
while driving by doing the following: retain a distance between your
vehicle and the one ahead to allow
its exhaust to dissipate. In congested traffic, tunnels, and at red
lights, close your windows and set
your ventilation to recirculate and
allow your air-conditioner to filter
out most particulate matter. Select
less-congested routes. In light traffic,
keep your windows partially open.
In a new vehicle, drive with open
windows as much as possible for
a few months when the VOCs are
highest. Maintain your vehicle
mechanically. Keep the cab clean,

Karen Bowen is a professional
health and nutrition consultant,
and she can be reached at
karen_bowen@yahoo.com.

since pollutants attach to dust
particles, which are easily inhaled.
Clean using micro-fiber cloths, not
chemical cleaners. Avoid chemical
air fresheners or deodorizers – use
baking soda or natural products to
absorb odors instead.
Take a breath of fresh air and
regularly schedule time away from
your rig. TN
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Health

Treating trucker trauma
A trucker and his wife are bringing help to truckers
afflicted with post-traumatic stress disorder
By Carroll McCormick
MONTREAL, QUEBEC
A man threw himself in front of
Patrick Forgues’ truck in a case of
“suicide by truck,” in 2013. While
fighting his own demons, he and
his partner Kareen Lapointe have
been working to make help available
for other truckers suffering psychological injury after severe accidents
or suicides by truck.
Mainstream awareness of
post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) in soldiers has increased in
recent years, but who would have
thought that truckers might suffer PTSD as well? Yet in the after-

math of his incident, Forgues suffered classic PTSD symptoms. But
accepting that fact was simply not
part of trucker culture.
“I was told that I had PTSD, but in
my head, that only happened to soldiers, and I hadn’t fought in a war,”
Forgues says. He says he had no idea
that the incident could have repercussions in his work and personal life. He
did spend the night of the accident in
the hospital, in psychiatric emergency,
and began seeing a psychologist after
a month, but it wasn’t enough.
“The help wasn’t useful for going
back to work, and it should have
been adapted with my girlfriend in
order to have a teamwork dynamic

SSPT chez les camionneurs founders Kareen Lapointe (far left) and Patrick
Forgues (far right), flanking volunteers Nathalie Labrecque and Patrice McMullen.
with the person who was by my
side each day while I was in denial,”
Forgues says.
Instead, he remained in denial of
his emotions for the first year, said
that he was fine and that he could

JOIN THE FORBES-HEWLETT FAMILY WHERE WE
OFFER PREMIUM EQUIPMENT, COMPETITIVE PAY WITH
YEARLY INCREASES, EXCELLENT BENEFITS, HOME TIME
AND JOB SECURITY!

ASK ABOUT OUR
PERFORMANCE BONUS!

PHONE: (905) 455-2211 TF: 1-800-387-5832
FORBESHEWLETT.COM
Email us in conﬁdence at drive@fhtp.com

soon resume trucking.
“I didn’t want to look reality in the
face. I began drinking and self-medicating, thinking that I was getting
better,” Forgues adds.
Typical symptoms of PTSD
include repeated nightmares, flashbacks, fatigue, emotional emptiness,
dark thoughts, and anxiety. For
truckers, they can also include the
inability to resume work, substance
abuse, compulsive behavior, social
isolation, and frequent hospitalization. Adding insult to injury, family
members may be unable to comprehend what is happening, and marriages may break up.
“I suffered a lot of disassociation,
that is, I drove my truck on auto-pilot. There were whole work days I
could not remember. I had a lot of
panic attacks when I found myself
with pedestrians around my truck.
I lost 50 pounds in three months,”
Forgues says.
Forgues did get help from the
Commission des normes, de l’équité,
de la santé et de la sécurité du travail
(CNESST). (Unofficially, this means
roughly “Commission of norms,
equality, health and work safety”).
Even today his file is still followed by
a specialized educator, clinical psychologist and a psychiatrist. However, he notes, “This is not the case
for the majority of truckers.”
The mentality in the industry is
that the trucker must get back on
the road as soon as possible, to avoid
remaining traumatized. Forgues
and Lapointe have a different point
of view.
For example, Forgues says, “We
want it made obligatory to have
three follow-up meetings with a psychologist in the first month after an
accident, to ensure that the trucker
is ready to resume driving.”
In February 2016 Forgues and
Lapointe created a website called
SSPT chez les camionneurs (unofficially translated as “PTSD Among
Truckers”). Among other things, the
website invites truckers and their
spouses to share their experiences.
“A lot of truckers have told us their
stories,” Forgues says.
A year later the couple founded
a non-profit organization, with the
goal of coming to the aid of truckers with PTSD following a suicide
by truck or other traumatic events.
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The couple have made much progress in having PTSD recognized as
the psychological injury that it is for
truckers, and in improving the care
they receive. For example, SSPT chez
les camionneurs, with the help of a
mental health professional, created
a special protocol adapted for highway professionals – an established
procedure or process that afflicted
truckers should follow in the aftermath of a serious incident.
“We want to standardize the
help so the follow-up is identical for
everyone,” Forgues explains.
The protocol includes a first meeting with a mental health professional
24 to 48 hours after an accident so
the trucker can ventilate and express
his or her emotions. A second meeting, one week later, is to give the
driver information and other help. A
third meeting a month after the accident is intended to establish whether
the driver needs more help.
“You can’t give a diagnosis of
PTSD until a month has passed,”
Forgues says.
“We have more than 15 educators specialized in PTSD in contact with us for truckers asking for
help, but the protocol is applied only
if the employer decides. Nothing is
obligatory for them; however, it is
enormously beneficial to help one’s
employee at the beginning of the
process,” Forgues says.
Forgues and Lapointe also want
to set up a buddy system, where
truckers are there to listen to other
truckers.
“We know from experience that
truckers find it easier to ask for
help from a colleague. This is why
we would like to train drivers in
order to help us recognize truckers
who are not doing so well, and so
guide them toward good resources,”
Forgues says.
The couple also followed the progress of Bill C-211, an Act respecting
a federal framework on post-traumatic stress disorder, and requested
that truckers be included with first
responders, firemen, military personnel, correctional officers and
members of the RCMP, who were
specifically mentioned in the bill.
That didn’t happen, but the couple do want to participate in the
fleshing out of the bill, which was
adopted June 16. In the meantime,
they are spreading the word, and
support is growing for the mission.
“PTSD is not a sickness that you
develop. It is a psychological injury
caused by a traumatic occurrence,”
Forgues emphasizes. “The benefit of
making contact with us is to have a
good path to follow, good interveners, in order to have optimal treatment at the beginning of the process, and so, hopefully a rapid return
to work. We have a mission to educate employers and the family as
well, because PTSD is a team affair.”
For more on the work of Patrick
Forgues and Kareen Lapointe, visit
www.ssptchezlescamionneurs.
wordpress.com. TN
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Montreal’s Fuel Transport
rebrands, wins awards

MONTREAL, QUEBEC
Fuel Transport has won four awards for its corporate rebranding, the company announced.
According to Fuel Transport, at the Festival of Creativity in June, Fuel
won four Lions (which represents the highest award in design in the world)
for its new design. It received a Silver Lion for creation of a new brand identity and three Bronze Lions for logo design, brand collateral and video/
Contact Steve Dixon: 1 800 387-1478 x 23
moving images.
or email: sdixon@rideway.com
The new corporate identity not only introduced a new logo, website and
blogging platform, but it also saw the transformation of Fuel’s office space,
communication tools, and the launch of a new ad spot.
“Building a strong, clear and distinctive brand-led culture is a key
priority for us,” said Robert Piccioni, president and CEO of Fuel
Transport. “We believe that aligning our corporate values with our
brand identity in a simple and powerful branding will help us grow.
We believe that if Fuel’s culture
LOOKING FOR QUALITY
and brand are driven by the same
purpose and values and if we weave
them together into a single guiding
force for our company, we will win
To ﬁll positions in our growing company
the competitive battle for customers and employees, future-proof our
business from failures and downturns, and produce an organization that operates with integrity
and authenticity.” TN
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QUEBEC CITY, QUEBEC
Transport Guilbault announced July
18 that it has acquired Ideal Logistics Solutions. With the purchase,
Transport Guilbault is adding close
to half a million square feet in warehousing capacity, with facilities now
in Quebec City and Montreal.
The company said the acquisition
will allow it to increase its presence
elsewhere in Canada and in the U.S.
thanks to new flexibility and possibilities.
“Today, a Quebec head office is
expanding by building on a strategic alliance that will allow it to
conquer new markets. We found in
Ideal Logistics Solutions a partner
who shares our first ambition: to
simplify the mobility of goods for
our clients by helping them to better control their supply chain and
improve their efficiency and performance,” said Eric Gignac, president
of Groupe Guilbault.
Ideal Logistics Solutions will keep
its name and will remain an independent business unit of Transport
Guilbault. TN
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Jardine Transport buys R.E.M.
SAINT STEPHEN, NEW BRUNSWICK
Jardine Transport has announced its acquisition of R.E.M. Transport, an international longhaul trucking company based in Saint Stephen, N.B. The company
operates more than 50 power units and 60 trailers, serving Canada and the U.S.
“This is a strategically important transaction for Jardine. The acquisition adds scale to our existing operations and increases network density,
which will result in improved overall efficiency,” said Dean Cull, chairman
of Jardine Transport.
Dion Cull, president of Jardine Transport, added “I have a lot of respect for
Graydon Murphy and Mike Bishop, and I am impressed by what they have
been able to accomplish at R.E.M. Transport. The company has established
a loyal base of customers by delivering reliable, efficient service across a network of key lanes. We look forward to working with Graydon, Mike and the
entire R.E.M. Transport team.” TN

For well established international flatbed company
to run the U.S. out of Southern Ontario

•
•
•
•
•
•

Drivers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Excellent percentage pkg
Plus 100% Fuel Surcharge
No hold back
Biweekly direct deposit
Paid fleet insurance
Home most weekends
Open door policy
Benefit package
Come to a place that treats you like family
Please Contact Margaret
jobs@jlinetransport.com
4751 Christie Drive Beamsville, ON L0R 1B4
Ph: 1-800-363-4676 fax: 905-563-4900
www.jlinetransport.com

Highlight opens L.A.-area terminal
LA MIRADA, CALIFORNIA
Highlight Motor Group recently announced that its U.S. division has opened
a terminal in La Mirada, Calif.
The new terminal was opened to help consolidate less-than-truckload
and full truckload service between Canada, the eastern U.S. and the Los
Angeles area, the company said.
“Our La Mirada terminal is a direct response to customers telling us
they want more options, better service, and faster transit times to and from
this region,” said Kirk Kalinitchenko, president of Highlight Motor Group.
“Having a physical location here with a staff who truly understands the market is a distinct advantage for us and for our customers.”
Kalinitchenko added that David Kilkenny has been named general
manager, Steven Ralls has been named business development manager,
and Roman Molina, dispatch supervisor.
“We’re positioned to deliver the solutions our customers expect, including daily service to Los Angeles,” Kalinitchenko said. “It’s another example
of our commitment to delivering efficient, cost-effective transportation
wherever our clients need us.”
The new terminal is located at 15501 Heron Ave. in La Mirada. TN

Owner Operators

Competitive mileage rates
Paid picks/drops, tarping & layovers
Well maintained late model equipment
Benefit package
Home most weekends
Weekly direct deposit

YOUR ROAD TO SUCCESS

WITH RATES THAT YOU DESERVE
FOR OWNER OPERATORS
East Coast

(Short Run)

75%

FOR COMPANY DRIVERS

West Coast

East Coast

(Texas Run)

(Short Run)

from gross commission

West Coast
(Texas Run)

up to 60¢/mile up to 50¢/mile

Up to $3/mile in gross revenue

Steady miles
• New equipment
• Extra stops paid $40
• Long Island trip bonus $100

• You pay plates and
road expenses
• No start up costs
with our authorities,
insurance, trailer
parking & company
fuel cards provided

• Lease to own & rental
program to become
an owner-operator

• Fleet fuel discounts

www.westrans.ca
VARIETY OF SCHEDULES TO FIT YOUR LIFESTYLE
SAFETY BONUS, CLEAN INSPECTION BONUS, REFERRAL BONUS
MINIMUM 2 YEAR VERIFIABLE EXPERIENCE REQUIRED

APPLY NOW: 1.855.967.5982 • 416.617.2254
OR SEND APPLICATION TO: FLEETMAN@WESTTRANS.CA

NEW!
DISPATCHER
SP
PAT
ATC
CHE
CH
position is available
(English is a must)

CITY DRIVER
position is available

Kelsey Trail Trucking has an
Immediate Need for Full Time and
Long Haul Company Drivers

www.kelseytrail.com
WE REQUIRE:
• We require some secondary
education
• Positive Attitude
• Professional Appearance
• Teams Welcome
• 35 positions available for
drivers
• Minimum 2 years verifiable
OTR experience

WE OFFER:
• $.42/mile single or $.25/mile teams
or greater subject to experience
• Paid picks/drops/tarping
• Qualify for Safety, Performance, and
Retention Bonus as well as Deferred Profit
Sharing after 6 months of employment
• Well established company with
excellent opportunities
• Monthly minimum of $4000
• Direct Deposit
No U.S.A.
• Excellent miles
Saskatoon, SK
• Company Health & Dental Benefit
Innisfil, ON
Program after 1 year of employment
• Clothing allowance
• Cell Phone allowance

Ph: 1-888-564-8161 I Fax: 705-436-9706 I email: recruiting@kelseytrail.com
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Equipment
Terminals
in Toronto
and
Brantford

866.857.5166
416.667.9700

CROSS BORDER OPPORTUNITIES
• STEADY MILES YEAR- ROUND, PAID WAITING TIME,
DWELL TIME, LAYOVER AND BORDER CROSSINGS
• MODERN EQUIPMENT, QUIET APUS, NO REEFER NOISE
OR HAZMAT
• HEALTH, DENTAL, LIFE INSURANCE & PENSION PLANS
• HOME RESETS

INTERESTED?
CONTACT CARMEN TODAY!

• E-LOGS AND A HIGH PRIORITY ON SAFETY
• ONGOING TRAINING & SUPPORT
• DEDICATED TRUCKS- NO SLIP SEATING
• IN-HOUSE GARAGE
• EXCELLENT SAFETY RATING

1.866.857.5166
carmentransportation.com

drivers@carmentransportation.com

Claes Nilsson, head of Volvo Trucks globally (left), and Goran Nyberg,
president of Volvo Trucks North America, celebrate the unveiling of
the new VNL.

Requires

Team Drivers
or Team O/O
Hiring

U.S. Drivers
Owner Operators
& Local Drivers (F/T & P/T)

WE REQUIRE
Clean, reliable tractor
2 yrs. Experience
Clean driving record
Good work attitude

Call: 888-772-6542
Fax: 519-827-9279

WE OFFER
Steady work
Highest rates in the industry
Weekends off
Great work environment

joe@doyletransportation.ca
www.doyletransportation.ca

5072 Whitelaw Road, Guelph, Ontario N1H 6J2 • 519-827-0431

Volvo eyes top spot in
global truck market
By James Menzies
DUBLIN, VIRGINIA
A strong European truck market has
offset weakness in North America,
providing favorable industry conditions for Volvo Trucks globally.
Claes Nilsson, Volvo Truck’s global
president, gave an overview of the

market when visiting Volvo’s new
customer center in Dublin, Va., for
the launch of the new VNL. Nilsson emphasized Volvo’s global presence, noting the brand has more than
2,000 dealers in 190 countries and
assembly plants in 15. Its goal is to
be the top truck maker in the world.
“We have a very ambitious target to

A Growing Company with Strong Roots

REEFERS
& VANS
Ontario to Texas
Ontario to Midwest

Q CUSTOMIZED O/O PACKAGES
Q UP TO 90% OF GROSS

ASK ABOUT THE
SIGN ON

BONUS

COME IN AND SEE WHAT
WE CAN DO FOR YOU.

Mississauga ON

905-564-8885 ext 207

Check us out at www.cimtran.com/careers

NOW HIRING OWNER OPERATORS
AND COMPANY DRIVERS
NEW PAY PACKAGE and QUARTERLY BONUS
t5FBNTGPS$BMJGPSOJB 5FYBT 
8BTIJOHUPO 0SFHPO
t4JOHMFTGPS'MPSJEBBOE.JE8FTU
t#JXFFLMZEJSFDUEFQPTJU

t'VFMDBSETTVQQMJFE
t*OTVSBODFQBJE
t'VFM4VSDIBSHF
t4UFBEZZFBSSPVOEXPSL

"QQMZPOMJOFwww.bluelined.com
$BMMClint (ext. 230)PS Kim (ext.244)

1-800-267-6144
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We are a cross border LTL trucking company
that currently has opportunities for OWNER OPERATORS
be number one,” Nilsson said. “That
doesn’t mean we necessarily want to
be the biggest, but we want to be the
best in the eyes of our customers. We
want our customers to make more
money and be more successful than
customers of our competitors.”
Last year, Volvo Trucks sold more
than 103,000 trucks around the
world. The U.S. is its largest market, but industry conditions there
have been soft the last two years.
That seems to be improving, Nilsson
said, though the company is sticking to its forecast of a North American Class 8 market totaling 215,000
trucks this year.
“We believe the market has bottomed out, and if anything, we see
upward pressure on this number
moving forward,” Nilsson said.
The North American market was
struggling last year with excess
inventories, which have since normalized, Nilsson explained.
“North America, today, for us is
a much healthier business than it
used to be 10-15 years ago, even with
the lower markets we see now and
last year,” said Nilsson. “It’s still a
very healthy performance in terms
of profitability and North America is
contributing very well to our overall
profitability.”
Goran Nyberg, president, Volvo
Trucks North America, agreed that

the truck market here is improving.
He anticipates improving conditions
for truckload carriers in the second
half of this year, and into 2018, which
should drive higher truck sales.
Breaking the truck market down
by segment, Nyberg said: longhaul is
growing, but impacted by lingering
used truck inventories and low values; regional is improving thanks
to a stronger manufacturing sector
and changes in retail dynamics (ie.
increased e-commerce); construction
is strong and growing; but natural gas
has fizzled, due to low diesel prices.
Volvo continues to make progress
in growing the market penetration
of its own powertrain offerings; 93%
of Volvo trucks sold this year were
spec’d with Volvo engines, and 91%
with the I-Shift automated manual transmission. It’s also growing
its fleet of connected vehicles, with
120,000 trucks now using remote
diagnostics.
Nyberg said he’s also encouraged
by investments made by its dealer
network. It now boasts 420 locations, up by 65, with a 51% increase
in bay capacity, a 116% increase
in technicians, 312% more master
technicians, and an 80% increase
in service capacity.
“This is a true statement that our
dealers truly believe in the future
of Volvo Trucks,” Nyberg said. TN

WE OFFER:

• Competitive Pay Package
• Quarterly Safety Bonus
• Sign on Bonus
• Company Fuel Card with
$.23/Litre discount in Ontario
up to $.52/gallon in the US
• Direct Deposit Processed BI-Weekly
• NO FORCED DISPATCH
• FLEXIBLE HOMETIME

WE PAY:

• Base Plates
• Insurance
• All Miles Paid at Loaded Rate
• All Tolls
• FSC – Monitored/Adjusted Weekly

If you are looking for a place to grow,
call recruiting direct at

416-677-9222

SERVING THE TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY FOR NEARLY 50 YEARS

OWNER
OPERATORS
REQUIRED
Y Fair
Competitive
Rates

$1,000

SYLVIE@VILLENEUVETANKLINES.COM

SIGN ON BONUS

TO NEW BROKERS

1-877-932-TANK (8265)

Enclosed Car Carrier
Toronto Based

Requires
OWNER/OPERATORS
(2) Single O/O Drivers (based out of Toronto)
(1) Single O/O Driver (based out of Halifax)
(1) Team O/O Drivers (based out of Toronto)

Fleet average/mile $1.85 (Single driver O/O)
(includes fuel surcharge + auxillary charges)

WE SUPPLY
Paid base plate
Paid heavy use taxes
Paid insurance
Practical paid miles loaded
or empty
Paid tolls + bridge crossings
Floating fuel surcharge weekly
Weekly pay
Well maintained trailers
Paid layovers
Paid on/offs for vehicles
Paid surcharge for paint
Paid company apparel
Coveralls + cleaning
90% Canadian/10% U.S. runs

O/O SUPPLIES
Late model tractor w/PTO
Proof of Disability Insurance
Buy down insurance cost
Fast card or application capable
Clean abstract & criminal search
Min. 5 years driving exp.
Min. 3 years border crossing exp.
Car hauling experience preferred
Pleasant attitude & good
work ethics

HIRING
H
IRING OWNER
OWN OPERATORS
COMP
P
AND COMPANY
DRIVERS
SNOWBIRDS AUTO CONNECTION LTD.
IS A GROWING VEHICLE RELOCATION SERVICE PROVIDER
ACROSS NORTH AMERICA

1 Local
GTA position
2 Long Haul
Company Driver
positions
Also Hiring
Safety Supervisor

• 3,000-3,500 (Team 5,000)
miles run per week
• All Teams Welcome!
• Fuel Cards
• Mix of Short and Long Haul
• Willing to Train
• Percentage Paid
DRIVERS:
• Signing and Damage-free Bonus
• Weekly Meal Allowance
• Bi-Weekly Direct Deposit
• Company Paid Benefits
OWNER OPERATORS:
• With or Without Trailer
• No Paint Codes
• Fleet Insurance

WE NOW OFFER LEASE PURCHASE PROGRAMS
Contact:

Andy Thorndyke, Vice-President
318 Rexdale Blvd., Toronto, Ontario
416-742-0854

Please email your resume to: ashley@snowbirdsautoconnection.com

or contact Ron or Ashley at 416-638-0001 Fax: 416-638-9986
https://twitter.com/SnowbirdsAC

https://www.facebook.com/SnowbirdsAutoConnection
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Kenworth forges ahead in vocational market
with the T880 and T880S
By Derek Clouthier
KIRKLAND, WASHINGTON
Kenworth Trucks is hyping its vocational T880 series, believing the U.S.
and Canadian economies are poised
to continue an upward trajectory.
“Whether you’re talking vocational or just the market in general
in North America,” said Mike Dozier, general manager of Kenworth
Trucks and vice-president of Paccar, “the underlying fundamentals
all remain very positive and I think
we’re certainly seeing that in vocational segments.”
Inviting members of the media to
its head office just outside Seattle,
Kenworth offered up three dump
models and two mixers for a test
drive on the track at nearby DirtFish Rally School. Two dump models
were the T880 day cab with Eaton
UltraShift transmissions; one fitted with the 2017 MX-11 engine with
430 hp, the other the MX-13 with 485
hp. The third dump truck was the
beefier T880S model, flaunting the
MX-13 engine with 510 hp and 1,850
lb.-ft. of torque and an 18-speed
Eaton automated transmission.
The two mixers were quite
diverse, one a traditional diesel
engine (the T880S bridge mixer),

while the other ran on compressed
natural gas (T880S nat-gas mixer).
Each featured an Allison transmission; the bridge mixer the 4700RDS
seven-speed and the nat-gas variety
the 4500 six-speed automatic.
Kevin Baney, Kenworth assistant general manager for sales and
marketing, highlighted the Cummins-Westport ISL G near-zero
engine in the nat-gas mixer, which
emits 90% lower NOx than current
U.S. requirements.
Since 2010, Class 8 truck sales
peaked in 2015, with sales reaching approximately 275,000 units.
In 2016 they were just over 200,000,
and 2017 is projected to be somewhere around 200,000.
“There’s pretty good alignment
with what we’re seeing with sentiment within the industry and certainly in the vocational segment,”
said Dozier, “so we expect our
expectations to continue.”
Kenworth unveiled its new flagship T880 model four years ago, with
the T880S being the latest addition
to the lineup. The T880S is available
with a set-forward front axle, which
Baney said helps increase the truck’s
maneuverability.
“The T880S is well suited for truck
operators in ready-mix, dump and

mobile crane applications where
every incremental pound of payload
delivered contributes directly to the
bottom line,” Baney said. “The T880S
enters into the market in the midst
of an excellent vocational market,
and we’re receiving strong T880S
orders from customers.”
The T880S set-forward front axle
ranges from 14,600 lbs to 22,800 lbs
and comes standard with the Paccar
MX-13 engine. The MX-11 engine provides a more lightweight offering at
400 lbs less compared to the MX-13.
Stepping into the spotlight for its
former flagship truck – the T800
– the T880 model now makes up
approximately 75% of sales compared to the former model. But as
Baney pointed out, there is no plan
to phase out the T800, but the company will rather let the market
decide on the level of its continued

production.
Baney also touted Kenworth’s
upcoming bright-trimmed air
intake, which he said customers have
been requesting for some time. The
chrome spec’ will be available this
month and through the aftermarket.
Already available on the T680,
variable speed fan drives will soon
be offered on the MX-13 engine and
will provide a bump in horsepower,
better fuel economy, decreased noise
and vibration, and a reduction in dust.
In addition, Baney underscored
the fact that over 50,000 Kenworth
trucks are now connected through
the company’s mobile diagnostics
technology TruckTech+.
“These numbers just continue to
amaze us since the launch of this
program with the Paccar engines in
2015 and now last year with Cummins,” Baney said. TN

Canadian

HIGHWAY WORK

BASED OUT OF MISSISSAUGA, CAMBRIDGE AND AJAX

LEASE TO OWN

program on trucks within
our company

HIRING AZ COMPANY DRIVERS
& OWNER OPERATORS
MID‐WEST U.S. AND WESTERN CANADA STEADY LANES,
TEAM AND SINGLE DRIVER POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
BASED ON DRIVER’S EXPERIENCE AND
SAFETY RECORD, ITL OFFERS:

• $0.45 to $0.50 per mile for
single company drivers
• $0.24 to $0.30 per mile for
team company drivers
• $1.53 per mile owner operator’s
compensation package and
additional Fuel discount of
$0.05 to $0.10 per litre
North America wide program

• All paid miles, loaded and empty
• All registration, operational permits and
administration cost for owner operators
covered by ITL
• Brand new and newer, well maintained
company trucks and equipment
• No forced dispatch
• Safety bonus program
edical
• Excellent emergency, travel and medical
beneﬁt package

SPECIAL OFFER FOR
AZ COMPANY DRIVERS ONLY
Tired of non-paid waiting times, layovers, extra picks/drops, border waiting times?
es??
Worried about E-Log mandate making an impact on your income?
rss,
We have a solution! Get paid HOURLY driving Long Distance! Your times matters,
be paid for every minute of your on duty and driving time.

$1.28/mile

ALL MILES PAID

Fuel Cap at $0.70/litre
All Picks & Drops paid at $25.00
Benefit Plan
Direct Deposit
No Touch Freight
Steady Year Round Work
Fuel Cards Supplied
Quality Home Time

ALL EQUIPMENT MUST PASS
COMPANY INSPECTION
MUST HAVE CURRENT
ABSTRACTS
IN GOOD CONDITION

NOW HIRING BROKERS
BASED IN MONTREAL & MONCTON
ALSO
A
LSO H
HIRING
IRING DAY
D CABS
FOR LOCAL WORK

ITL REQUIRES:

• Professional and dedicated AZ company drivers and owner operators with at least one
ne
ce
year of proven related experience • Good driving record • FAST Card or Police Clearance
• Positive attitude • Well maintained truck (owner operators)
INTERESTED DRIVERS AND OWNER OPERATORS PLEASE CALL:
ALL
LL:

1-519-632-8881
or forward your brief resume with drivers abstract
and CVOR by email to: safety@icongroupco.com
or Fax: 1-888-886-7067

Call 905-677-0111

or e-mail info to nelsontavares@tbmgroup.ca
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New Cascadia driving
higher penetration of
proprietary components

With an increase in business we are looking for

Owner Operators and Drivers
O
Immediately with clean abstracts
To Come and Join Our Team!!

By James Menzies
YOUNTVILLE, CALIFORNIA
Orders for the new Cascadia have
now surpassed those for its predecessor, and buyers of the new truck
are increasingly adopting proprietary powertrain components and
safety systems.
“Within the next couple weeks,
we will crest 10,000 builds with
the new Cascadia already,” Mike
McHorse, Freightliner product marketing segment manager, on-highway, said during a business update
here July 27.
Production of the new Cascadia
began in January and was slowly
ramped up through March.
McHorse said customer are confirming Freightliner’s claims of an
8% fuel economy improvement over
the classic Cascadia.
Interestingly, the new Cascadia, despite coming at a price premium, is being spec’d with more
Daimler-made parts. The take rate
for the DT12 automated transmission is at 94% with the new Cascadia, compared to 68% in classic Cascadias. The Detroit Assurance suite
of active safety systems is being
ordered in 59% of new Cascadias,
compared to 25% of legacy models.
And the new Cascadia is rolling off
the line with more Detroit front
(91%) and rear (74%) axles, compared to the legacy models with 65%
and 42%, respectively.
Freightliner continues to expand
offerings on the new model, most
recently adding a 116-inch BBC day
cab, a 72-inch raised roof sleeper,
the Cummins X15 engine, and
Eaton automated manual transmissions. A new driver loft is also
now in production. More options
will be announced this fall at the
North American Commercial Vehicle Show, McHorse added.
Freightliner has also updated its
Team Run Smart website, and will
be bringing in its 50,000th member
within a month or two. The new,
simplified website, now features
three sections: Live Smart; Business
Smart; and Truck Smart.
Live Smart focuses on living a
healthy lifestyle on the road, and
includes nutritional and exercise advice. Business Smart provides tools for owner-operators
to be more successful in running their businesses. And Truck
Smart shares insights and tips on
how to drive efficiently. A group of
Run Smart pros share tips on how
to maximize fuel economy, spec’
trucks, and live a healthy life on
the road.
Truckers can sign up for free and
receive a weekly newsletter and
participate in an online forum. You
don’t have to be a Freightliner customer to join. TN

REQUIREMENTS:
• 2 years driving experience
• Up to 1 year pulling ocean containers
in the Greater Toronto Area

Come in and visit for more information.
1555 Matheson Blvd. East, Mississauga, Ontario L4W 1H9

We are at the corner of Dixie Rd. and Matheson Blvd. E.

416-628-9992

If you have experience pulling containers
we are the company for you!!

WE OFFER
• Full time days
• Home every night
• Parking in a secure yard in
Mississauga
• Fuel card
• Family orientated fleet
• Industry compatible rates in the
container business
• Paid bi-weekly.
We have excellent equipment with
level one inspections getting stickers!!

BRIWAY CARRIERS INC.
ARE HIRING EXPERIENCED PROFESSIONAL AZ COMPANY DRIVERS
AND BROKERS WITH CROSS BORDER EXPERIENCE.
 Base start rate of $0.50/mile,
$0.53/mile after a year
 B-Train and oversized premiums
paid
 Picks, drops, tarping paid ($50+)
 Border crossing paid

 Layovers paid
 Newer equipment
 Safety bonus
 Beneﬁts
 Paid weekly direct deposit
 Broker paid percentage

WE REQUIRE:

 Minimum 2 years veriﬁable
AZ experience

 Clean current abstract and
CVOR, Cr
Criminal Search

 Passp
Passport or Fast Card for
Border
Bord
der Clearance
Cl

 Posit
Positive
tive Work
W
Attitude

Contact recruiting:
C
dave@briwaycarriers.com
da
d
ave@
or 866-354-0034
for more information

www.briwaycarriers.com

OWNER
OPERATORS
Limited positions available

Chriscott is looking for owner/operators with tractor only
to transport steel products between Quebec and Ontario.
Must have experience with hauling steel products.
Aluminum 4 axle trailers fully equipped with sliding tarp
system are provided by the company.

For further information contact Mario at 514-863-4638
or Chriscott at 1-866-685-9270, extension 2000 or
visit our website at www.chriscott.ca

Integrity in Every Load
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Disrupting the disruptors

He said Detroit has two goals.
One is to create an “exceptional user
experience.” This means better integration of telematics with the fleet’s
operations. Its second goal is to be
the “trusted source of data” among
its customers.
“A lot of information comes off
the vehicle. If you don’t understand
the origin, why it’s available, how
it’s calculated, what is going on in
the engineer’s mind at the time, you
may be acting on bad information,”
Pfaffenbach explained. “We see it as
our role as an OEM to provide that
translation.”
Lauren Attinasi, product strategy
manager, connectivity, with Detroit,
announced new ways the company
plans to make data accessible and
manageable for customers. One is a
new Detroit Connect portal, which
allows fleets to view data generated

Detroit looks to differentiate itself through
greater, more practical connectivity
By James Menzies
YOUNTVILLE, CALIFORNIA
The trucking industry of late has
attracted the attention of many
so-called disrupters, looking to
completely change how freight is
delivered or the types of vehicles
used to deliver it.
But such stories are usually short
on details, claims Matt Pfaffenbach,
director of connectivity with Detroit,
who was speaking July 27 at a Detroit
Connect Showcase press event.
“I would like to disrupt the disruptive headlines,” he said. “What
I often see, is high-level discussions

happening. Rarely do I see where
someone out there has explained
in detail what it is they are doing
or how their product can help the
market. I hope we can accomplish
that today.”
Today’s trucks generate copious
amounts of data, but Detroit is now
taking steps to make that data more
manageable and actionable for fleets. It
is developing more tools to streamline
and analyze data so that fleet managers are given only what they need to see
to improve their operations.
“Our customers need something which is of use to them,” said
Pfaffenbach.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR:

NEW
OWNER-OPERATOR
PAY PACKAGE

ONTARIO
HIGHWAY
O/O’S

•
•
•
•

GTA BASED
CITY O/O’S

Year Round Ontario Miles
Minimum of 2 years Experience
2010 or Newer Tractor
Premium Paid on Back Haul
(loads over 400 kms)

•
•
•
•
•
•

GTA BASED
COMPANY
DRIVERS
DRIV

All Miles Paid – Top Rates
Wait Time Paid
All Stops Paid
Set Weekly Schedule
Fuel Capped @ 43 cents/litre
Company Paid Group Health Plan

TRUCK LINES
If interested please fax your resume to the
Safety Department along with a Current Abstract,
CVOR & Criminal Search and Tractor information.

Fax: 416.621.2416 or email us at:
recruiting@wilsonstrucklines.com
Visit our website: www.wilsonstrucklines.com

BASED ON DRIVER EXPERIENCE AND SAFETY RECORD,
COMPANY DRIVERS CAN EARN BETWEEN $0.42-$0.50/mile

BRANTFORD ONTARIO

Company Drivers
US LONG/SHORT HAUL
R AC T
NEW CORNDT ED
AW A
rgia

ns to Geo
Steady Ruis
n
& W consi

• All New Model
Equipment
• Dedicated Trucks
• Competitive Wage
Packages
• Full Benefits Packages
• Direct Deposit
• 24/7 Satellite &
Personalized Dispatch

• Flexible Home Time
• All Miles Paid: loaded
or empty
• Fuel Discount &
Fuel Card
• Repair Shop & Fuel
on-site
• Open Door Policy
• Safety Bonus & More

OWNER OPERATORS WANTED: Paid $1.50/mile
Company Pays: Insurance, Plates, Running Authorities.

LEASE OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
Choose From Our Trucks On Site Or You Pick One From A Dealership.

“THE GOLD STANDARD IN
FRESH AND FROZEN TRUCKLOAD”
Contact Anthony Garkut
800-784-5774 I agarkut@btcexpress.ca
9:00am-5:00pm ET

After 5 pm please call Jacob: (519) 755-2331

WE KEEP THINGS

COOL
OR

FROZEN
THROUGHOUT NORTH AMERICA

by their vehicles in easy-to-understand formats. It can also be used
to remotely produce Detroit Diesel
Electronic Control (DDEC) reports
on vehicle performance.
The new Detroit Connect portal
also allows for the management of
Virtual Technician remote diagnostics. It allows fleet managers
to monitor vehicle health, to take
deeper dives into fault codes generated by their trucks, and to measure
driver and vehicle performance.
Detroit has also created a new
mobile app, which puts the same
information into the fleet manager’s
hands via a smartphone or tablet. An
iOS version has already been built and
an Android app is in development.
Both will be released this fall.
“The truck is now an active member of the team,” explained Attinasi,
noting it interacts through the portal and apps with the fleet manager,
maintenance manager, fuel manager, and safety officer.
Jason Krajewski, manager, connectivity insight team with Detroit,
said today telematics is generally
event-based. It takes a snapshot of
a value and provides some historical context, which may not paint the
entire picture. Some hands-on data
retrieval is still required. But soon,
he said, data will be streamed overthe-air from the truck to the customer’s back office. It will be aggregated,
cleaned and sorted in the cloud and
distributed quickly on-demand,
accessible to end users through webbased portals and apps.
“The world is about to become
much more interesting,” he said.
“There’s a lot of talk about data. Data
is the new oil. We want to show it’s
true we can bring that actionable
information to our customers.”
The vision, Krajewski added, is to
take data off the truck and turn it
into something useful for the company’s customers.
“Our customers dedicate a lot of
time to sifting through data,” he
said. “We think we can help them by
pre-analyzing that data and offering
analytics services using the expertise we have in-house.” TN
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NACFE revisits 6x2 axle discussion
Challenges to widespread adoption remain, new report finds
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Despite a 2.5% fuel efficiency
improvement, an update to a Trucking Efficiency Confidence Report
shows that challenges remain for
the 6x2 axle configuration.
Highlighting the report’s findings
during a conference call July 11, Mike
Roeth, executive director of the North
American Council for Freight Efficiency (NACFE) and operational
lead for trucking efficiency, said
there were aspects of 6x2s that the
organization did not fully grasp
when it first tackled the issue in
2013.
“The solutions to the challenges
of traction, tire wear and driver
engagement were more complex
than we understood at the time,”
Roeth said.
Tire wear in particular is a
major consideration for f leets
looking to employ the use of 6x2s,
but some carriers are finding ways
to lessen wear, such as by selecting a retreaded trailer tire for the
free-rolling axle.
“For some fleets that are dedicated to 6x2s, they are making them
work and improving their tire wear
and traction pretty significantly,”
Roeth said, adding that there is still
a tire wear penalty with the use of
6x2 axles.
At a 50% wear penalty, the estimated increased tire cost per year
for a 6x2 configuration versus the
6x4 is US$1,552, assuming 100,000
annual miles.
Despite a 2.5% improvement
in fuel eff iciency, the report
indicates that to overcome the
increased tire wear with 6x2s
compared to 6x4s, f leets would
need to see a 4% or hig her
improvement in fuel efficiency.
“While we found that the fuel
savings benefits as well as the challenges from the original report
are largely still true, new product
refinements are coming to the market that are aimed at addressing
some of the concerns fleets had
about 6x2 axles,” added Yunsu Park,
NACFE study team manager. “For
instance, fleets dedicated to 6x2s
are improving tire wear by changing the tire models they use and
limiting the torque when launching the truck. Also, driver training
is a significant part of a successful
6x2 implementation.”
The report categorizes the various 6x2 axle configuration offerings as generation one, two and
three, with the first putting in place
the first 6x2 tag axle, transferring loads with the manual dump
out; the second including torque
at launch and better selection of
tires; and the third providing further refinement, liftable axles and
more efforts around load shifting, traction control, and engine

parameters.
Roeth said liftable 6x2s help with
tire wear and traction compared to
traditional offerings, but noted that

6x2s is not a simple one.
“It takes a systems approach, it
takes some effort from an engineering and spec’ing standpoint, as well

“It takes a systems approach,
it takes some effort from an
engineering and spec’ing standpoint,
as well as driver recruiting.”
–Mike Roeth, NACFE
challenges remain around cost and
weight, as the function of lifting the
axle comes at a cost.
Roeth added that the adoption of

as driver recruiting,” he said.
Overall, the updated report
revealed seven findings: Tire wear
on 6x2s will not achieve parity

with 6x4s, but can be improved
with refinements; f leets should
take a system-wide approach to the
implementation of a full generation
two package; driver communication and training is critical with
6x2 technology; 6x4 systems are
also improving, which reduces the
potential gain of moving to 6x2s;
residual values for 6x2s remain a
problem (though mostly with the
first generation 6x2s and could be
diminished with more recent offerings); fleets should gain knowledge
of 6x2 tag axle systems; and fleets
that haul under 60,000 lbs 30%
of the time should be thinking of
using a 6x2 because of the ability
to raise the axle. TN
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Inside the new VNL
Continued from page 1

Airflow across the front and sides
of the truck have been improved,
for greater fuel economy. Even the
hood-mounted mirrors are now
more aerodynamic. They’re also
heated. Customers can spec’ an
optional skylight, which wasn’t possible with the previous design. New
cab side windows open to provide
additional light and ventilation.
The air intakes have been moved
forward and redesigned; gone is
the distinctive inverted hockey
stick design. But Spence said the
new design provides better airflow
along the side of the vehicle and gets
cleaner air into the engine. The redesigned grille features a satin finish,
with a larger Volvo logo planted in
the center.
The LED headlights are the most
“innovative in the trucking industry,”
Spence claimed. “These are not just
LED headlamps, they’re intelligent.”
The lamps can produce heat when
needed to keep the lights free of ice
and snow. They’ve also been designed
for better nighttime visibility.
In a nod to its European heritage,
Volvo has brought the Globetrotter moniker to the North American
market. The Globetrotter distinction
means the truck has been equipped
with all the most luxurious options.
The seat selection has been
expanded, and customers can now
choose any seat they wish with any
level of interior.
Drivers will also appreciate the
additional storage. A hoarder would
be happy in this truck. Redesigned
door panels feature deeper pockets, the dash has been cleaned up,
blank switches removed, and more
storage put in their place. A clever
rail design allows for the installation of removable cupholders or
storage bins, creating an aftermarket parts opportunity for Volvo and
seemingly endless customization
possibilities for drivers.
“Everywhere we can put storage,
we did,” Spence explained.
Volvo also provides more power
outlets – both USB and 12-volt – in

traditional places and also atop the
dash, where it found many drivers
store their devices.
The new steering wheel is home
to 21 buttons for frequently used
controls. It’s also more adjustable,
adding 20 degrees of neck tilt to the
30-degree column adjustment and
4.5 inches of telescoping available.
The five-inch driver display uses
vibrant colors to communicate
important information to the driver,
with as little distraction as possible. It can be customized to display
whatever info is most important to
the driver. In 2018, a new infotainment system will also be available.
Maintenance managers will appreciate easier access to components
located under the cab floor. The
engine cover can now be removed
without taking out the seats, thanks
to removable floor inserts that fit
around the bases of the seats. These
floor mats also provide additional
insulation and soundproofing.
The living area of the VNL has been
completely revamped for improved
comfort. The control panel has been
moved to the rear wall, where it’s
more accessible to drivers while laying down – they no longer have to
reach behind their head to adjust
the temperature.
The fridge is larger, thanks to the
extra space available in the new
sleeper. And drivers can spec’ a passenger seat with an integrated fridge,

placing drinks and cold snacks
within reach of the driver’s seat.
Visibility out the windshield and in
front of the truck is better, thanks to
the curvier hood design. And to further improve safety, Volvo announced
it’s making the Volvo Active Driver
Assist collision mitigation system
standard on the new model.
To help simplify the spec’ing
process, Volvo has identified several fuel efficiency packages, consisting of bundles of aerodynamic
and powertrain options that contribute to greater fuel economy.
How much fuel will owners of the
new VNL save? It depends, of course,
on how the truck is spec’d, but
Spence said improved aerodynamics improve fuel economy by 1%, the
new engines with turbocompounding add another 5.5%, and I-See –
a feature of the I-Shift transmis-

sion that memorizes hills along a
route and adjusts the truck’s speed
accordingly – can add another 1%.
“The D13 with turbocompounding gives massive amounts of torque
with low rpm. In combination with
a low rear axle ratio, you’re going
to see drastic improvements in fuel
efficiency in these trucks,” Spence
said. A 7.5% improvement equates
to about 0.6 mpg.
Initial drives of the new VNL were
limited to 40 mph laps of a new onemile track at the customer center.
More extensive evaluations have been
promised for later this summer. But
first, Volvo will be cycling some 3,000
customers and dealers through the
new 36,000 sq.-ft. customer center to
introduce them to the new truck.
The new VNL will enter production in mid-September (day cabs)
and mid-November (sleepers). TN
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Insights
Tax Talk

Driver services: The gig is up
Although I’ve covered this topic
before, I was asked about it twice
last month, first by a driver who
was told to incorporate as a condition of being hired, then by a
for-hire carrier wondering what
the competition across the street
was doing.
It must be time to revisit our old
friend, the self-employed driver.
The self-employed driver or “driver service,” seems tailor-made for
today’s gig economy. By contracting
a driver, a fleet can add or subtract
capacity without the obligations or
costs of having a full-time permanent employee. What’s not to like?
How about the fact that the carrier is not paying into employment
insurance (EI), the Canada Pension
Plan (CPP), workers’ comp, or possibly any other benefit coverage for
you? Or that there are no labor laws
covering how the carrier treats you?
Or that Canada Revenue Agency
hates the idea?
CRA is going to ask a lot of questions in order to determine if you
are self-employed, or an employee.
Who provides the tools and equipment you use? Who chooses and controls the method and amount of pay?
What is your opportunity for profit
or loss? Do you need permission from
the payer to work for others?
Rarely does a driver-service relationship stand up to a CRA review.
The driver service issue goes
beyond who pays taxes. Employment status affects how a worker is
treated under the CPP, the Employment Insurance Act, Income Tax
Act, Workers’ Compensation, and
other labor rules.
Many carriers will “sell” you on
the fact that you will pay less tax
as a contract driver. But how much
are you really saving? If you make
$80,000 a year and have a spouse
with no income, and then become a
contract driver and pay your spouse
$15,000 as part of an income-splitting strategy, you will save approximately $1,200.
If you come up with another
$10,000 of other expenses (you’re
already entitled to your meals, so
really what else is there?) you can
save another $3,500.
All told that’s $4,800 – real
money. But now you have to pay
for your corporation, pay fees on
a corporate bank account, and
pay a bookkeeper/accountant to
file GST/HST returns, T4/T5 slips,
and file the corporate tax return.
You have to send CRA monthly payments to pay the tax for your wages.
You still have no WSIB or EI coverage, so maybe you’re going to pay
for other disability benefit coverage on your own.
All of these will put a serious dent
in your $4,800 of savings.
Then there’s GST/HST. A self-em-

ployed driver must charge GST/HST
for his or her services if it exceeds
the annual $30,000 gross limitation.
CRA has deemed that the delivery
of the “service” is considered delivered to the carrier’s office and does
not fall under the zero-rated interlining provisions that generally govern trucking and brokers. Assuming
the carrier is Canadian, GST/HST
applies to driving a truck to the U.S.
and back, or anywhere else.
The real crime here is that the
driver is responsible for charging
GST/HST on his services. If you’re
a self-employed driver working for
a carrier that refuses to pay GST/
HST, in an audit CRA is going to

hand you the bill.
On the other hand, I had a client using driver services that was
burned by some of his drivers. They
all had GST/HST numbers but a few
of them closed their accounts. Not
knowing this, my client continued
to pay them HST on their earnings,
and when he was audited, he had
to repay CRA all the HST he had
paid these guys and had received as
refunds. The drivers? They didn’t get
in trouble for receiving HST on canceled accounts.
It can be confusing, so do your
homework. CRA has a guidebook
called Employee or Self-employed
(RC4110) that explains how the

Scott Taylor is vice-president of TFS
Group, providing accounting, bookkeeping, tax return preparation, and other
business services for owner-operators.
Learn more at www.tfsgroup.com
or call 800-461-5970.

agency evaluates whether a relationship is business-to-business
or employer-employee. You can
also request a ruling from CRA
(use Form CPT1). If you’re unclear
about your status, getting expert
help should be your next gig. TN
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Insights
Voice of the owner-operator

Overturning turnover:
Better recruiting = Better retention
I don’t get it. Does the industry breathe
a collective sigh of relief and think
the driver turnover problem is under
control when the American Trucking
Associations (ATA) reports that driver
turnover rates, many times the rate of
other business sectors, remain at historically low levels?
As long as the numbers are below
what the estimated average is at the
time, do we think we’re doing a good
job? With turnover for large U.S.
truckload fleets down from well over
100% a decade ago to somewhere in
the 70s, perhaps a bit of celebration
is not unwarranted. But still.
I’m not the only one who is
alarmed at the seemingly blasé atti-

tude by a large part of the industry
about elevated turnover rates. The
subject generates enough anxiety
that articles are written and discussions are held on understanding driver turnover, and there are
countless ideas, guides, strategies,
tips, and programs put forth on how
to manage it.
Happily, there is a growing realization that paying more attention
to integrating new drivers into the
company has a significant positive
impact on turnover, and many fleets
are developing onboarding processes, or what I call orientation on
steroids, much to the chagrin of my
HR guru friend who tried to explain

the process of turning a good hire
into a great employee.
But, she cautioned, the best
onboarding programs start in the
recruitment process. Sad to say, many
fleets do a terrible job at recruiting,
not quite “getting it” that one way to
avoid high turnover rates is to have an
effective recruitment program, which
is really where a good driver retention
program begins.
I like to spend time in the recruiting pavilion at truck shows, asking
recruiters if theirs is a good company
to work for. Assuming I’m a driver
looking for work, they give me the
pitch: my favorite most appalling
answers this year? When I asked
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about pay, I was told that within
a few months, I could be making
as much as a driver who had been
on the job for 25 years. And with a
wink, I was assured that the company doesn’t use electronic logs. I
told another company I was a newbie and had nightmares about getting out on the road and finding
out I didn’t like the job. “But that’s
the great thing about trucking,” the
recruiter enthused. “If you don’t like
driving, we can move you into training or dispatch.”
Believe it or not, there are still
companies out there that think
sugarcoating the job is the way to
attract drivers. Fostering unrealistic expectations among new hires
is a surefire way to guarantee they
aren’t going to stick around long.
Giving drivers a realistic view of
what they’re going to experience
should go hand-in-hand with promoting the benefits of the job.
Per s on a l it y a s s e s sment s ,
long-st a nd i ng tools i n t he
white-collar recruiting arsenal, are
increasingly being used in trucking as fleets smarten up their hiring processes to find the best candidates for the job. Predictive
analysis, as we call it these days,
is an area of statistics that deals
with mining data from a variety
of sources and using it to predict
trends and behavior patterns. Since
such assessments measure personality factors linked to unsafe
behaviors, which can lead to incidents and injuries on the road, the
safety benefits and training opportunities are obvious.
But research has shown that certain personality traits can also foretell a person’s likelihood of staying
on the job or leaving, so predictive analytics has the potential to
become a useful tool in combating
high turnover rates.
There are hundreds of companies
out there that specialize in collecting and analyzing the data that we
provide as we go about our business in this wired world. They’ve
reached the brilliant conclusion
that employees who are genuinely
happy with the work they are doing
are much more productive and less
likely to look for another job. Far
be it from me to dump on big data,
but if asked, most drivers would tell
you the same thing. Engaging drivers in the process might give some
insight into how they feel about
their careers, surely a significant
factor in lowering turnover rates.
I’m just saying. TN
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Technology

PIT Group conducting more platooning testing
MONTREAL, QUEBEC
PIT Group announced it is participating in Transport Canada’s Cooperative
Truck Platooning Systems (CTPS) testing program. The test began July 24
and ends Aug. 18 at the Motor Vehicle Test Centre in Blainville, Que.
The testing program is led by a joint effort by Transport Canada, National
Research Council, Partners for Advanced Transportation Technology (University of California at Berkeley); the U.S. Department of Energy; the U.S.
Federal Highway Administration; the California Department of Transportation, and Volvo Trucks.
PIT Group is managing track operations and providing trailers, drivers,
test engineers and scientific equipment, in addition to conducting fuel consumption measurements using the TMC Fuel Consumption Test Procedure
in an ISO 17 025 context.
“Platooning is an important step towards autonomous vehicles and to
realizing the potential to reduce fuel consumption, eliminate highway congestion and improve safety,” said Yves Provencher, director, market and
business development of PIT Group. “This year’s testing program will provide a valuable understanding of the real savings potential of platooning.
We are pleased to contribute our ten years of testing expertise to assist in
this valuable industry research effort.” TN
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Powertrain

The evolution of the powertrain
Choosing the correct powertrain for the right application is vital
By Derek Clouthier
Powertrains have come a long way
over the past few decades, with
ever-improving technology fueling
the internal combustion engine as
well as driving several more carbon-friendly alternatives into the
marketplace. For now, and the foreseeable future, the diesel engine
reigns king, but that does not
mean there have not been significant improvements made to the traditional powertrain over the years,
many of which have helped reduce
fuel consumption and made the
jobs of technicians and fleet maintenance managers easier.
We spoke to a few industry professionals about what the current
world of powertrains looks like, popular trends they are seeing today,
common mistakes people make
when it comes to spec’ing a powertrain, and how the engine and transmission have evolved over time.
One key difference Ron Duda,
corporate sales manager of the
truck and trailer division for Redhead Equipment in Saskatchewan,
underscored is the change from the
traditional 15-liter engine down to
a 13-liter.
“Certainly, there’s a continuing
exodus from the belief that 15-liter
power is needed for every application to an understanding that technology has developed to a point
where 13-liter technology will not
just suffice, but perform really well,”
said Duda.
Primarily focusing on Mack
Trucks powertrains, Duda said
today’s 13-liter engine can produce
505 hp and 1,850 lb.-ft. of torque,
something that was traditionally
only seen with a 15-liter offering.
Duda said trucking companies
hauling over the road across Canada would not normally even consider looking at 13-liter power, only
15, such as the ISX, DD15, and Volvo
D16, a 16-liter engine.
But thanks to new technology,
that attitude has changed.
“Many of them are right-sizing
down to 13-liter power,” said Duda.
Jason Wheeler, vice-president of
operations for Inland Kenworth in
B.C., noted one trend he is seeing
with today’s powertrains is downspeeding – getting the engine to rev
as low as it possibly can – again in an
effort to reduce fuel consumption.
“The idea is that every time a cylinder fires, it uses fuel,” Wheeler
said, “so the fewer times the engine
turns over in a given distance, less
fuel will be used.”
Wheeler advises his customers to
ask a lot of questions when enquiring
into a new powertrain so they attain
a full understanding of what they are
getting, including how it will be spec’d
to suit their intended application.
“Just because you have always

spec’d a ratio, transmission, and
engine horsepower doesn’t mean
you will get the same results,” he
said. “Engines are always changing
as improvements are made and it is
important to adapt everything else
to the engine’s sweet spot.”
One of those questions should be
an honest assessment of what you

mostly for fuel mileage, so typically
a fleet would run 455 hp, 10/13-speed
auto, lightweight 40,000-lb axles and
high ratio gearing,” Downton said.
“The electronics of the engine/transmission take over for the most fuel
efficient management of the powertrain.”
Due to the smaller size of the mar-

Mack Trucks Hagerstown, Pa. engine assembly plant, 1970s.

Mack Trucks Hagerstown, Pa. engine assembly plant, today.
want to do with your truck.
“When asked what speed you
travel at, 65 or 70 mph is not real,”
said Wheeler. “You might have
dreams of cruising the I-I5 to California at the speed limit, but this
is rarely the case due to congestion
and terrain. The speed you spend
the most number of hours cruising
at might be 55 mph, and if this is the
case, spec’ to that mark.”
Wheeler said when powertrains
are spec’d for higher speeds when
a lower speed would be more suitable, the revs will be incorrect, and
the driver will constantly be going
down a gear and not staying within
the engine’s sweet spot.
Bert Downton, regional used truck
and trailer sales manager for Custom
Truck Sales in Saskatchewan, said
he is seeing a trend toward heavy
spec’d trucks in Western Canada,
typically 550 hp, 18-speed manual
or automated manuals, and super
40/46,000-lb rear axles.
“For fleet customers, we work
very closely with the manufacturer,

ketplace in Saskatchewan, Duda
said at Redhead Equipment they
do not focus on any one particular
application when it comes to powertrains, but rather attempt to offer
service to a wide range.
Duda said one of the main differences in North American powertrains over the past decade is a move
toward integration, something he
said has been heavily influenced by
the global market.
“We do look very heavily on the
integrated powertrain and then we
have an option for numerous different rear axles and suspensions
depending on application,” Duda
explained, saying the option he
works with today for powertrains
is mostly being handled with the
Mack mDrive (automated manual
transmission), which is available in
13 and 14 speeds with creeper gears.
Duda said the North American
market used to be unique in that it
would have multiple engine manufacturers available to various truck
builders – such as Mack, Cummins,

Detroit, and Cat engines.
“Everybody is now going toward
an integrated design, which really
follows the rest of the world,” he
said, pointing out that Cummins is
the sole independent engine manufacturer left. (Cummins, too, is now
taking an integrated approach to
powertrain design, by recently
forming a joint venture with transmission maker Eaton).
Another reason Duda believes
this move toward integration is
occurring is cost, as it was difficult
and expensive for engine manufacturers to meet emissions standards
with their engines and at the same
time be able to integrate them with
various truck manufacturers.
Downton said when it comes to
choosing a new powertrain, some
customers make the mistake of
focusing primarily on the dollar factor and not on any change of application or potential resale value.
He also said there are more electronic assistance programs available today than there were 10 years
ago, and there has been a demand
for lighter, more efficient trucks.
In Canada, especially in the west
where volatile oil prices often have
an effect on the industry, Duda said
many of his customers have become
more diversified.
“They need a truck that is going to
haul a flatdeck one day, pull an oil
tanker the next day, pull a cattle pot
the next, and so on,” Duda said of
his western clients. “It’s just the way
business and industry is out here, so
sometimes the truck is not necessarily 100% efficient and spec’d for the
exact application that it’s in at that
point in time, but it can perform a
bunch of different types of tasks.”
Duda said several owner-operators in Western Canada who worked
the oil patch have spec’d their trucks
with a small sleeper to enable them
to haul other types of freight, like
grain or fertilizer, when the energy
industry takes a hit.
“They’re willing to give up that
800 lbs and $10,000 that they paid
for the sleeper and the new truck
to have that diversity,” he said. “It’s
necessary for their survival and
keeps as much diversity as possible.”
Wheeler cannot stress enough the
importance of being as honest and
accurate as possible when it comes
to selecting the right powertrain and
spec’s.
“Powertrains are now very complicated puzzle pieces, but as long
as you provide all the correct data
for your application then all manufacturers have computer models
that will advise you on what you
should have,” said Wheeler. “The
key is giving the computer model
the true facts.”
And don’t be afraid to ask questions
if you’re not sure what you need. TN
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Sales, Parts, Service and Warranties
Jocelyn Romain
VP, Sales

Sébastien Tanguay
Parts Manager

Marcel Thibault
Service Manager

Jonathan Benoit
Warranty Manager

1-855-717-0333
prestigepeterbilt.ca
736 Atmec St.,
Gatineau, Québec
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ALL TRUCK AND INDUSTRIAL

Heavy Duty Recovery Trucks in
Geraldton Hearst Caledon
and the GreaterToronto Region

RADIATORS, CHARGE AIR COOLERS
& A/C CONDENSERS

  

We Ship
Across
Ontario

Steeles

410

Hea
rt

Lak

eR

d

Selb
y Rd
Rd

Hale Rd

Hwy. 410 & Steeles
#10 Hale Road, Brampton, ON L6W 3M1
905-487-1209 • 1-877-950-0099
After hours: 905-487-1209

Rutherford Rd S

K/W area
519-621-1209
After hours:
519-621-1209

Glid
den

Bram
Cr

1-866-667-6883 Ontario Wide - 416-990-9090 Toronto

Monday-Friday: 8 am-6 pm • Saturday: 9 am-2 pm

Rd S

info@onroutetowing.ca
www.onroutetowing.ca

Kenned
y

50 & 65 Ton Rotator
Heavy Duty Recovery
Local and Long Distance
Secure Storage Facility

Ave E

We have been supplying Parts, Service and Technical Support
to Truck Shops, Dealers and Fleets since the early '80’s.

ON-SITE KINGPIN REMANUFACTURING
• Superior Equipment
• Patented in U.S.A. & Canada
• Exceeds SAE and DOT specifications/regulations
• Guaranteed Workmanship
• Only Company to test SAE J133 & J400
• Fully Insured
CWB CERTIFIED COMPANY • CWB CERTIFIED WELDERS

Complete Selection
of Aluminum Accessories

KINGPIN GAUGES
Top Quality aluminum Kingpin gauges. Won’t stretch.

DIESEL
D
IESEL PARTICULATE
P
ATE
EF
FILTER
ILTER
Cleaning Service and Repairs
p
Re-manufacturing a kingpin gives the fifth wheel the proper bearing
surface, extending the life of the fifth wheel and decreasing the abuse
to the bolster plate and kingpin.

ASH
LOADED

CLEAN

CLEAN

FILTERS

$$

SAVE $

DPF A
REPLAC FTER-MARKE
T
E
NOW AMVENT FILTERS
AILA

BLE

1850 GAGE CRT. MISSISSAUGA

RAD
COOLANT
PIPES

MOBILE SERVICE
Visit our Website at: www.kingpinspecialists.com
E-mail: rkingpin69@aol.com

TEXIS

Available in
Aluminized or
Stainless Steel

Built to Outlast OEM Pipes

OPEN SATURDAYS & WEEKNIGHTS
Pipes also available for Freightliner,
Peterbilt and Western Star

8 AM - 8 PM FRI
8:30 AM - 3 PM SAT

8 AM - MIDNIGHT
MON - THURS

905-795-2838 1-800-267-4740
Fax (905) 678-3030

Call us Toll Free @ 1-888-221-7774
For the Dealer Nearest You

TOLL FREE NUMBERS FOR YOUR NEAREST DEALER
Quebec and the Maritimes
1-888-939-1011
Ontario
1-888-221-7774
Western (Alberta & Saskatchewan)
1-877-912-1209
British Columbia
1-800-427-5865
In the U.S.
1-888-221-7774

www.kingpinspecialists.com

rkingpin69@aol.com

Canada & U.S. Hotline

www.texisexhaust.com

Selling some iron?
You’ve got options!

&
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TRUCK & TANK

SUPPLIER OF CUSTOM, QUALITY BUILT, HIGHWAY PETROLEUM CARGO TANKERS,
PROPANE BOBTAILS, WATER TANKERS AND EMERGENCY VEHICLES
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NEW Western Star 4700 c/w Dependable 2017 KENWORTH Lube Tote Van Unit,
13,000 L 4 compartment POLISHED aluminum Two Sets Of Pumping/Metering Equipment,
tank, two sets of pumping/metering equipment, Alum. Piping & Flexible Tote Pickup Lines.
765208
bottom loading, vapour recovery. 890939

2017 Western Star 4700 Propane
Bobtail 5500 USWG, Side Loading And Rear
Delivery. 765206

Single and Tandem Axle Cab & Chassis and Stock Tanks available!
2002 STERLING
L8000

2004 INTERNATIONAL
7400

Search

FAST
Online

Thousands
of new &
used trucks
and trailers
can be found
quickly online!

info@truckandtrailer.ca
www.truckandtrailer.ca

Follow us

c/w 13,000 L 4 Comp't Alum.
Tank, Dual Pumping/Metering,
Midcom, Bottom Load RI,
Vapor Recovery RI, New
Tank 5 yr/1 yr Inspect, Truck
Newly Certified/Safetied.
Stk#S826 502041

c/w 13,000 L 4 Comp't Alum.
Tank, Dual Pump/Meter,
Midcom, Bottom Load, Vapor
Recovery, New 5 yr/1 yr
Inspect, New Truck DOT
Insp./Certified, Stk#S812

2007 WESTERN STAR
4900 FUEL TRUCK

2013 INTERNATIONAL
4300 Propane Bobtail

502042

c/w 13,000L 4 comp't alum.
tank, dual pumps/meters,
Midcom 8000, bottom
loading/vapour recovery,
“roughed in”, Civacon Air
Manifold, New B620 and DOT
Cert'ns. Stk#S801 1192432

2500 USWG, LCR, Full
Refurb, New 5 yr/1 yr Inspect,
Weights/Measures Calibrated
Meter, TSSA Inspect, Paint
Your Specs, Truck w/New DOT
Inspect/Cert. Stk#S825
502045

2007 STERLING FUEL
DELIVERY UNIT

2007 STERLING L9000
Big Power, 20000 L 4 Compt
Alum Tank, LCR, Dual
Pump/Meter, Bottom Load RI,
Vapor Recovery RI, New
5 yr/1 yr Inspect, Truck
Newly Certified/Safetied.
Stk#T800 502051

C/W 20,000 L,
3 Compartment Pop Model
Tank, 2 Sets Of Equipment
And Midcom Registers,
5 yr/1 yr Inspect, Truck
Newly Certified/Safetied.
765207

MANUFACTURER OF ALUMINUM , STEEL & STAINLESS STEEL TANKS
We provide true “One Stop Service”: Manufacturing, Service, Parts & Support from our facility

Contact one of our sales representatives today
don@dependable.ca or mike@dependable.ca
1-800-268-0871 905-453-6724
www.dependable.ca
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Looking to buy a truck or trailer online?

LOOK NO FURTHER

www.kingradiator.ca
TRUCK, BUS, INDUSTRIAL & CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT SERVICE
•N
ew & Rebuilt
Rebuilt Radiators
Radiators •• AA/C
/C C
ondensers
New
Condensers
ir Charge
Charge Coolers
Coolers
uel TTanks
anks
•A
•• FFuel
Air
• PICK-UP & DELIVERY • Shipping Across Ontario & Canada

4H
OUR DDRIVE-IN
RIVE-IN SSERVICE
ERVICE
HOUR

(Most
Models)

Canada’s Largest On-Line Source for Heavy Trucks and Trailers!

1-888-603-1655
1775 Shawson Drive, Unit #1,
Mississauga, ON L4W 1N8

67 Crockford Blvd.,
Scarborough, ON M1R 3B7

905-795-9009

416-285-0646
416-285-0646

Follow us

1



PROVIDING HEAVY DUTY EXHAUST SOLUTIONS
SOLUT
SINCE 1982

CANADA’S
CANADA
A’S
’ #

THE
T
T
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E
EXHAUST
P
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TRUCK EX
EXHAUST
HAUST
SHOP

TMTV

FOR MOST MAKES

TRUCK MUFFLERS
BUILT TO LAST
• Y PIPES
P
• TURBO PIPES
• INTERMEDIA
NTERMEDIA
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T PIPES

FREIGH
FREIGHTLINER
PIPES
INLET
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Y-PIPE
INTERMEDIA
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EXHAUST SYSTEM INSTALLATIONS
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A
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and

MODELS

DPF

CLEANING
AVAILABLE
A

THE TRUCK EXHAUST PLACE
1365 BONHILL RD., MISSISSAUGA L5T 1M1

(905) 670-0100 1-800-385-8801
www
w..totalexhaust.com
.t

Wee Deliv
Deliver
W
er
Change
“EEach
a yearr, Habitat Fo
or Hum
manitty Ca
anada
helps oveer 200 harrd
dw
working
g Ca
anadian
fa
amilies reealizee the drreeam of
o afforrd
dable
homeownership while prroviding a safe
and decent place for their childr
hildrreen to grrow.
Trrucks Fo
or Change Netwo
ork member carriers
havee helped make this happen by significantly
reeducing our logistics costs and expanding
our resour
e rce capacitty at our oveer 90 Habitat
for Humanitty ReStorres
e in Canada
a
”.
Rob Voisin, Vice President,
ReStore and Product Support,
Habitat For Humanity Canada

Thank you to these generous industry spon
sponsors

TTrucks
rrucks For Change
C
Network
Network is a regist
endorsed by these leading industry associa

Join Us Today!
905.844.8658 • trucksforchange.org

New online
episode
every Thursday
www.trucknews.com/videos/

500,000+ views
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DIESEL TRUCK PARTS INC.
1248 McAdoo’s Lane, R.R. #1, Glenburnie
(Kingston), Ontario K0H 1S0
Check Out Our New and Improved Website!!

1998 GMC C8500 TOPKICK
FIRE TRUCK
GMC 7.0 L V-8, 6 SPD MANUAL EATON
FS5306A TRANSMISSION; 24,553 KMS,
STK#237-13. -1168548

2012 KENWORTH T700
PACCAR 455 HP, 13 SPD., 3:25 RATIO,
EATON 40 DSP41 REARS,
CLEAN TRUCK,
STK#236-16. -1168549

2012 KENWORTH T800
DAMAGED/WRECKED TRUCK
PACCAR 13, 18 SPD., 16 F.A./46-170
REARS, CHALMERS SUSP, BRANDED
SALVAGE, STK#235-14. -992588

2011 INTERNATIONAL WORKSTAR
CAB AND CHASSIS
MAXXFORCE 11, NEEDS ENGINE WORK,
13 SPD., 20/46 AXLES,
STK#238-02. -992586

1-800-267-0633

CALL JAMES OR RON
E-Mail: james@morgan-diesel.com

See Our Complete Inventory at
www.morgan-diesel.com

NEW

2003 INTERNATIONAL 7600 FUEL TRUCK, CATERPILLAR ENG; C10, 350 HP, 10 SPD TRANS; TANDEM
AXLE(S), AIR SUSP; OFF WHITE IN COLOR, c/w HEAVY
DUTY ROBICA ALUM. 20,000L (5,300 USG) FUEL DELIVERY T4 COMP’T TANK, DUAL PRODUCT AIR MANIFOLD
AND DELIVERY HOSES. SCULLY AND VAPOUR RECOVERY SYSTEMS. 508,192 KMS. -948147

EASTWAY TANK
T H E TA N K E X P E R T S

2006 PETERBILT FUEL TRUCK, CATERPILLAR
ENGINE; 10 SPD TRANSMISSION; 20,000
LITER, BOTTOM LOAD, DUAL PUMPING, MIDCOM
COMPUTER. 445,000 KMS. -188893

2018 WESTERN STAR FUEL TRUCK, ISL, AUTO
TRANSMISSION; 20,000L 4-C TANK, DUAL EQUIPMENT, MANY OPTIONS. -123445

2009 KENWORTH FUEL TRUCK, PX8, 8LL TRANSMISSION; 12,200 L. TANK, 4 COMPT, DUAL PUMPS &
METERS, ONLY 46,000 KMS. -188894

123448

2002 KENWORTH T300. w/ 3126 CAT, ALLISON
AUTO, 246,000 MILES, 3200 USG LPG TANK WITH
LC3 REGISTER. CURRENT M5. -869851

2002 STERLING L8500, CUMMINS ISL L6 8.9L
340HP, 6015615KM, EATON FULLER 10 SPD TRANSMISSION, 18 & 40 AXLES, DUAL PUMPING
EQUIPMENT. MIDCOM 8000 IN CAB, 2001
DEPENDABLE 20,000L 4 COMPARTMENT TANK,
TC306 SPEC, AIR MANIFOLD, ROUGHED IN FOR
BOTTOM LOADING, TRUCK RUNS AND OPERATES
VERY WELL. -434984

2018 WESTERN STAR FUEL TRUCK, ISL, 10 SPD.
MANUAL TRANSMISSION; 20,000L 4-C TANK, DUAL
EQUIPMENT, MANY OPTIONS. -123445

2008 HINO MODEL 338, 6-SPEED, 3,499 USG
LPG TANK, 119,000 MILES, CURRENT M5
INSPECTION. -869849

2018
PETERBILT
3499G
BOBTAIL
PROPANE/CNG/LNG, PACCAR ENGINE; PX-9, 300
HORSEPOWER, ALLISON RDS-P 5 SPD. TRANSMISSION; SIDE LOAD, ENCLOSED REAR CANOPY WITH
LCR II, PRINTER. -501934

2018 FL PROPANE BOBTAIL, M2, 270 HP CUMMINS,
AUTO, ALUM WHEELS, DRIVERS SIDE LOAD,
CLOSED DECK, NEW 3499 BARRELL, LCR II, PRINTER. READY TO WORK. -103953

2008 WESTERN STAR 4900SA FUEL TRUCK, CATERPILLAR ENG; C13, 370 HP, 13 SPD TRANS; TANDEM
AXLE(S), AIR SUSP; BLUE IN COLOR, 547,000 KM'S
(NEVER IN WINTER). EQUIPPED WITH 20,000 L 4-COMP’T ALUMINUM TANK. DUAL PUMPS, REELS, METERS
AND MIDCOM REGISTERS. 547,000 KMS. - 976809

2005 STERLING FUEL TRUCK, CATERPILLAR
ENGINE; C10, 10 SPD TRANSMISSION;
20,000 L, DUAL PUMPS & GRAVITY METER. -

USED

2010 INTERNATIONAL 7500 FUEL TRUCK,
MF-10, 350 HP, 10 SPD TRANS; 20,000 L
5-COMP. TANK, DUAL EQUIP. AIR MANIFOLD, +FAST PUMP-OFF, MIDCOM SYSTEM. 300,000 KMS. -539497

2003 PETERBILT, 315 HP CUMMINS, 10 SP,
18,500L 3 COMPT HUTCH TANK, PUMP,
METER AND LC ELECTRONICS, BOTT LOAD
READY, AIR MANIFOLD, CLEAN, 212 MILES. 112237

2008 PETERBILT FUEL TRUCK, CUMMINS
ENGINE; 300 HORSEPOWER, 10 SPD TRANSMISSION; 20,000 LITRE, BOTTOM LOAD, DUAL PUMPING, MIDCOM COMPUTER. 370,000 KMS. -188897

We Manufacture and Sell Various Types of Tank Trucks • Oil • Propane • Water • Fire • Refuelers
WE ARE LOOKING FOR TRADES • WE RENT FUEL TRUCKS
1995 Merivale Road, Ottawa ON K2G 1G1
Trusted since 1968

1-888-729-7817

Neil Greene: ngreene@eastwaytank.com

ext
ext 24
24

www.eastwaytank.com

Trusted since 1968
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Atlantis Radiator
TRUCK AUTO SERVICE INC.

SPECIALISTS IN TRUCK
& INDUSTRIAL RADIATORS
YOUR C OMPLETE COOLING SYSTEM SERVICE
• Rad • Air C harge Cooler • AC C ondenser

4 Hour

We Ship A cross C anada
FREE Inspection & E stimate
Drive-Thru Service
Certified Technicians
(Most T rucks)
A ll Work W arrantied

Open Monday to
Saturday

www.atlantisradiator.ca

BRITANNIA RD.

5900 Dixie Rd., Unit 1 1, Mississauga, ON L 4W 1E9

N

(905) 670-3696 • 1-800-716-3081

SHAWSON DR.

DIXIE RD.

•
•
•
•

HWY 401

Fax: ( 905) 670-2283

Looking to buy a truck or trailer online?

LOOK NO FURTHER

Canada’s Largest On-Line Source for Heavy Trucks and Trailers!

Follow us



TMT
TM
TMTV
MTV

New online episode every Thursday

500,000+ views

Selling some iron?
You’ve got options!

&
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ACTION

TRAILER SALES INC.
ALUMINUM COMBO FLATS

DROP DECKS

TANDEMS/TRIDEMS

• New and Used Sales • Rentals • Long Term Finance Lease
• Full Service Trailer & Reefer Shops Providing Maintenance And Parts

Over 200 Used Reefers In Our Yard . . . Ready To Roll!!
GROUP OF 25 NEW 53’ PRODUCE SPEC’D REEFER BOXES

(100) 2011/2012 UTILITY 53'x102" REEFERS
CARRIER 2100 UNITS, DUCT
FLOOR, HENDRICKSON AIR
RIDE SUSPENSION, 445/50
22.5
MICHELIN
SUPER
SINGLES, TIRE INFLATION,
STAINLESS REAR DOORS,
DOOR CASE AND REAR
BUMPER, REAR DOOR VENT,
SIDE SKIRTS, SPARE TIRE
CARRIER, WELL MAINTAINED
FLEET UNITS. (N.A.P.) -102536

STAINLESS FRONT, REAR, DOOR
CASE & BUMPER. HENDRICKSON
AIR RIDE SUSPENSION WITH DISC
BRAKES, ANTI-DOCK WALK &
ALUMINUM WHEELS. FRONT &
REAR VENTS, 2 ROWS RECESSED
“E” TRACK, HD DUCT FLOOR, 16” HD
ALUMINUM SCUFF LINER, SPARE
TIRE CARRIER & EXTERIOR RUB
RAIL. (N.A.P.) -989805

G
N!
I
V
RI ON
R
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NEW UTILITY 53'x102" 3000R HIGH CUBE REEFERS

UTILITY 53' x 102" x 13' 6" DRY FREIGHT VANS

HENDRICKSON AIR RIDE SUSPENSION, LOGISTIC SIDE
POSTS – ALUM. OR TRANSLUCENT
ROOF
AVAILABLE,
STAINLESS
REAR
DOOR
CASE,
12"
CORRUGATED
STEEL SCUFF LINER,
24"
STEEL THRESHOLD PLATE. 102537 PRICED RIGHT!

1071⁄2" I.H. FRONT, 1091⁄2"
I.H. REAR, 981⁄2" I.W.
RECESSED “E” TRACK, H.D.
DUCT FLOOR, STAINLESS
FRONT & REAR, VENTS, LED
LITES – WEIGHT 12.155 LBS.
(STANDARD MODEL) H.D.
INTRAAX AIR RIDE SUSP.
ALUM. WHEELS. - 35153

2007 UTILITY 34’ TANDEM AXLE CITY VAN
4500lb railgate, overhead rear door, Stainless front
panels, radius corners,& rear door case,
Hendrickson air ride suspension, Aluminum wheels,
Extra Clean -1062096

2014 VANGUARD 53 X 102” PLATE VAN

Holland air ride suspension, Galvanized door case
& bumper, excellent overall condition. - 501943

2014 UTILITY 4000DX 53' DRY FREIGHT VAN
Front And Rear Vents, Side Skirt, Exterior Rub Rail,
Stainless Door Case And Rear Bumper,
New 1122.5 Tires. -989807

2014 STOUGHTON 53’ X 102” PLATE VAN
Side skirts, exterior rub rail, Automotive interior
protection pkg, Holland air ride suspension,
very clean. - 501941

MO

NT

RE

AL

(50) 2011 – 2013 WABASH & GREAT DANE
53’ REEFERS
Thermo King SB210 units, chute and bulkhead, duct floor,
Hendrickson air ride suspension, 445/50R 22.5 super singles, aluminum wheels, side skirts,Trailer Tails, corrugated
side panels, stainless front panels, radius corners, rear
doors, and door case. -227777

2016 VANGUARD 53’ PLATE VAN
Hendrickson air ride suspension, near new Bridgestone
1122.5 tires, front & rear vents, sky lights, HD 24” side
panels/slots, exterior rub rail, side skirt. -772671

TORONTO

(5) 2008 WABASH 53’ X 102” REEFERS
Carrier XTC units, stainless front panels, radius corners,
rear doors and bumpers, front & rear vents, exterior scuff
rail, side skirt, aluminum wheels, 1 row recessed “E” track,
duct floor, GOOD OVERALL CONDITION. -123449

(6) 2009 GREAT DANE 53’ X 102” REEFERS

Thermo King Spectrum multi-temp units, 3 remote
evaporators, 2 sets of ceiling mounted bulk heads,
24” aluminum scuff liner, HD flat floor, 1 row recessed “E”
track, Overhead rear door, Stainless rear door case. -592016

MONTREAL

2332 DREW RD., MISSISSAUGA, ONT. L5S 1B8
Call: Murphy Barton, Vince Cutrara, Rob Moorehouse, Todd Warren,
John Gwynne, Zak Ray

1100 RUE COURVAL, LACHINE, QUEBEC H8T 3P5
Call: Mario Perrino, Michel Pouliot, Sean Ireland, Hugh Davis,
Danick Bilodeau

Fax (905) 678-1566

Fax (514) 633-6488

905-678-1444

514-633-5377
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Western Canada’s Trailer Specialist.

Rentals, Leasing, Sales, Service, and Parts
Delta
Calgary
(800) 891-8858 (877) 720-7171

Edmonton
(800) 610-1019

Winnipeg
(866) 397-5524

Nanaimo
(877) 878-5979

36 month
Long Term Rental

$1300
Canadian per month

New

2018 tandem Utility stock reefers complete with either a Carrier or TK C600 unit on them.
36 month term $1300.00 Canadian dollars per month On Approved Credit

This price includes UT1 undertray kit, and one row of 53' E-Track
With optional add ons including: Aluminum wheels, Tire Inflation kits, Side Skirts, Pintle hitches

Conditions apply

Available in all Ocean Trailer locations today!
www.OCEANTRAILER.COM

Announcements
Polaris promotes two executives; Trucking HR
Canada names new chairman; and Vision Truck
Group adds an industry veteran
Polaris Transportation Group has
named David Dickson its new
vice-president of operations. He
formerly served as the company’s director of operations. He will
report directly to president Dave
Cox, and will be responsible for
strengthening the processes and
infrastructure needed to execute
the company’s future growth plans.
Dickson has been with Polaris
for two years, and has managed the
company’s LTL operations.
Polaris also announced it has promoted Jon Saunders to the newly
created position of CEO, Polaris Supply Chain. In his new role, Saunders
will continue to report directly to Cox
with the mandate to lead Polaris’ four
emerging business divisions, namely:
Polaris Global Logistics, Polaris Motor
Freight USA, J.G. Drapeau, and Commercial Warehousing. Saunders will
continue to lead the group’s ongoing
international acquisition agenda, the
company announced.
Mike McCarron, CEO of Left Lane
Associates, has taken on the role of
chairman of the board for Trucking
HR Canada (THRC). David Bradley, CEO of the Canadian Trucking
Alliance and the Ontario Trucking
Association, has stepped down as
chairman and member of the THRC
Board and will temporarily add acting CEO of Trucking HR Canada to
his roles while Angela Splinter, CEO
of the organization, takes a temporary medical leave of absence.
Isabelle Hétu has also been promoted from program manager to
director, programs and services,
and will be responsible for the dayto-day operations of the organization, and the staff.
“We have the team and the board
in place to ensure that Trucking HR
Canada continues to meet its mandate and the high standards industry
employers and stakeholders expect
of the organization,” said McCarron.
Greig Howlett has joined Vision
Truck Group in the role of customer
relationship and brand manager.

“In this role, Greig will be working
in conjunction with our sales staff
to strengthen and grow our position
in the marketplace,” Vision Truck
Group president John Slotegraaf said
in an announcement. “Greig will be
assisting in the hiring and development of new sales representatives
for both Mack and Volvo brands.
We look forward to Greig engaging
in his past customer relationships
and the development of new relationships within the industry.”
Howlett has an extensive background in the trucking industry, beginning in 1985 when he joined Mack
Trucks Canada as a sales trainee. Most
recently, he was regional vice-president
for Volvo Trucks Canada.
TMW Systems has appointed Jay
Delaney its new senior director of
product management. Delaney, who
has close to 30 years of experience in
the transportation industry, will be
responsible for the company’s new
transportation management software platform. He will direct product strategy and lead the company’s
Product Advisory Council (PAC), the
company announced.
Delaney comes to TMW from Hub
Group, Oak Brook., Ill., where as
director of application development
he assisted in the selection, integration, and development of trucking management software, mobile
applications and other solutions.
The Canadian Institute of Traffic and
Transportation (CITT) has named
Pina Melchionna its new chief
executive officer. She will officially
begin her role as CEO on Sept. 5.
“I’m very pleased to welcome Pina
into CITT,” said Ginnie Venslovaitis,
chairwoman of the CITT board of
directors, “and I’m confident that
her expertise and experience will
help the organization continue as
a thought leader serving industry
and our membership.”
Before CITT, Melchionna was
executive vice-president at Concentra Bank, where she led the operations of Concentra Trust. TN
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Fiction
Mark Dalton:Owner-Operator
By Edo van Belkom
The story so far…
Mark is transporting a load of highend farm tractors to P.E.I. and has a
major breakdown at the junction of
Hwys. 400 and 401. He gets off the highway and pulls onto a side street, only
to have Mother Load unable to move.
A mobile mechanic can’t get him going
and a tow’s not available until the next
morning. He’s forced to spend the night
in a rough part of the city.
In the evening Mark is contacted by
a Toronto Police officer wanting him
to move. The convenience store owner
comes to Mark’s rescue, telling the officer Mark was making a delivery to his
store. Later that night, a bunch of thugs
try to steal what’s in Mark’s trailer, but
go away when they realize they can’t
get rid of his cargo in the city…
It was almost an hour before Mark was
calm enough to get a few hours sleep. It
was obvious he was in a bad neighborhood and a loaded truck was a prime
target, but as the night moved along
it seemed the worst had passed. But
as sunlight broke through his windshield, there was another knock at the
door. Mark hoped it was the tow truck
driver but instead it was the owner of
the variety store...and he had a cup of
coffee in his hand.
“Morning,” Mark said, rolling
down his window.
“Good morning. How was your
night?”
“Interesting,” was all Mark could say.
“Did you get robbed?”
“Almost. But they didn’t want my
cargo.”
“I knew that. Too hard to get rid
of. If you had groceries on board you
would be guarding an empty truck
right now.” A pause. “Here!” He
handed over the coffee. “Is someone
coming to get you?”
“Sometime this morning. Yes.”
“Good! Because you’re blocking my
store and I want you gone.”
Mark took a sip of his coffee and
nodded. “I want to be gone.”
It wasn’t until nine that morning
that the tow truck arrived. The tow
driver looked haggard, as if he’d been
up for days.
“I’m glad you’re here,” Mark said.
“I don’t know how long it would be

Dalton has a breakdown – Part 3
before the cops came back.”
“Sorry man, but there was a huge
pile-up on the 401. It took all of our
trucks to clear it up..”
“That bad?”
“Worst I’ve seen.”
“Anyway,” Mark said. “You’re here
now.” He went on to explain what was
wrong with his truck so the driver could
come up with a plan. Basically, Mother
Load and the trailer needed to be towed
to a nearby truck yard with a shop so the
trailer could sit for a day or two while
Mother Load underwent repairs.
Once they agreed on a destination, and a fee, the driver hooked up
Mother Load and freed her from the
trailer. He’d first take Mother Load to
a yard that was just a few kilometers
away, then come back for the trailer.
Mark hopped in and was driven to
the truck yard.
Mark was happy to see the place
had a well-established repair shop
with a well-kept lot and a decent waiting area for customers. The driver
towed Mother Load directly into a
service bay and unhooked her, then
pointed out to Mark the corner of the
yard he would set down the trailer.
After that, Mark was talking to a
mechanic who already seemed to have
an idea what Mother Load’s trouble
was. “Give us a day,” he said. “We’ve got
a clutch on order. Once it’s delivered it
shouldn’t be more than a few hours.”
“Great,” Mark said. “Is there a place

nearby where I can get some breakfast?”
“No, but you can take our shop
truck for a while. As long as you’re
back by noon and the tank’s full of
fuel when you get here.”
“Deal.”
Mark drove around for a while before
finding an all-day breakfast place.
“Two number twos to go,” he said to
the young girl behind the counter.
He took the breakfasts out to the
shop truck, then drove to where his
truck had been broken down overnight to share his morning meal
with the variety store owner who
had helped him out the night before.
“My friend,” the man said, truly
appreciating the gesture.
Later, feeling good about things,
Mark arrived back at the truck yard.
Things were just as they were when
he’d left, but he still felt like there
was something wrong. The trailer
wasn’t there. He went to the garage
and inquired. “Where’s the trailer?”
“Wrecker dropped it off an hour ago,”
the mechanic said, not looking up from
his work. “Then another driver showed
up, said he was taking the load over.”
“Did you get his name?”
“No.”
“Company?”
“No.”
“You let it get stolen from your yard
in broad daylight?”
“How do I know it’s stolen? The guy
looked legit.”

Mark turned away, angry that after
all he’d been through the previous
night the load was just driven off the
lot as if it was somebody’s load. But he
really had no time to be angry, there
was work to be done. He began by
making a phone call to the police who
took his information, then seemed to
lose interest about everything else.
Undeterred, Mark then called the
dealer who had sold the tractors, and
then the farmer who had purchased the
tractors, but neither of them seemed
too concerned about the theft, as long
as the police had been notified. All they
really wanted was to be notified when
the load was recovered. Not if, but
when. Mark thought that interesting
and figured that there must be a diamond-studded insurance policy covering these tractors. Back at the truck
yard, Mark spoke to the mechanic
working on his truck, just to see if there
was any information he’d missed.
“So, you didn’t see anything?”
“I told you, I was working. The guy
seemed like he knew what he was
doing so we let him take the trailer.”
“Just like that?”
“Look, when tractors break down,
other trucks are supposed to come
by and get the trailer. That’s how our
business works. “
“Fair enough, but what about the
driver? Was it a man?”
“Yeah.”
“Long hair? Short hair? Tall?
Short?”
The mechanic paused a moment
and thought about it. “Man in his 40s,
average height, maybe a little taller
than you. Short dark hair.”
“Anything else?”
“No, but instead of asking more
questions why don’t you just look at
the video?”
“There’s video?” Mark said. “I don’t
know. Maybe.”
Mark hurried into the security office
and spoke to the security guard.
“You have videos here?”
“Finally, someone wants to see
them. Give me some time and I’ll key
them all up for you.”
“I’ll be back in an hour,” Mark
said. TN
Mark Dalton returns next month in
the conclusion of Dalton has a breakdown.
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Fiction

V

ic has agreed to take a load from a new trucking company that was recommended to him
by his cousin. Although Vic wondered if they were on the level, the money they were offering
was too good to ignore. What it really was... was too good to be true.

And now, after agreeing to take a load for them, Vic was in the Dragon’s Den. He wanted to get
out of it but unlike the television show he couldn’t end it just by saying “I’m Out!”

F

irst, he needs to make sure everyone is safe, so
he drops his children off at his sister’s house and
accepts a long-haul trip to Vancouver from his
regular company, taking his wife along for the ride, just
to be safe. Basically, he needs to disappear for a while
until he comes up with a plan.

“Don’t answer it!

He needs time to think about what
he’s going to do.
Illustration by Glenn McEvoy

By Edo Van Belkom

These people were criminals who smuggled cocaine on a regular basis. They knew where Vic lived,
knew his family... he has even heard of people’s family in the old country being in danger. They
weren’t going to just let him forget
about what he’d agreed to do. He
“It will just be for a little while.”
couldn’t just say, “No.”

It’s probably
them.”
After a week, Vic realizes he needs help, so he calls someone he knows who
will probably know what he should do.
He calls his friend, Mark Dalton

“You could go to the police,” Mark suggests.
“But I haven’t done anything for them yet,” Vic says. “And
let’s face it... I’m not you. I have a wife and family. I don’t
want to put myself in any kind of danger. I need to get out
of this deal before anything bad happens.”
Mark thinks about it,
then says, “I know.”
“What?”

“Where you been?
We’ve been calling
you for a week.”

Mark tells Vic what
he needs to tell them
when they call, and he
writes down everything
he needs to say so he’ll
have a script to follow
when the time comes.

“I was in jail,” Vic reads off the paper Mark Dalton
gave him.
“What happened?”
“I got into some trouble with the wife,” Vic lied. He
and his wife were closer now than they’d ever been,
but Mark Dalton said he needed to say these things
to get them to leave him alone. “It’s stupid, really. I
barely touched her, but one of my bail conditions is
that I have to stay in the Province of Ontario.”
There’s a pause on the line. Then “Okay, then. Call us
when the charges are dropped.”
And just like that, Vic is no longer expected to smuggle
drugs over the border. Vic is relieved, but all he can
think about is getting home to his wife and children.
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New Products
Michelin has a new drive tire for
the growing regional haul segment, which it says offers 65% better removal mileage compared to
its predecessor. The new X Multi
D is a regional drive tire for LTL,
pickup-and-delivery, and food and
beverage applications, and can
even perform light off-road duty in
energy and construction applications that are off the highway 5-10%
of the time.
The tire uses advanced rubber
compounding to provide more even
wear and longer tread life. A co-extruded rubber compound is actually
comprised of multiple compounds:
a top compound promotes scrub
resistance, while a bottom layer
compound keeps the casing cool.
Teardrop grooves at the bottom of
the siping prevent torque cracking
while decreasing heel-toe wear.
Michelin is backing the new tire
with its Confidence Guarantee. If

the tire doesn’t meet the customer’s expectations for mileage, traction, or driver satisfaction, Michelin
will reimburse the cost premium the
tire carried relative to a competitive drive tire. The new tire is being
launched in sizes: 11R22.5 (load
ranges G and H), and 11R24.5 (load
range H). Additional sizes will be
introduced in the coming months,
Michelin says.

ers understand the dangers distractions pose, and gives them
practical strategies for minimizing whatever might take their
attention away from driving. The
course’s interactive features allow
drivers to test their own ability to focus on multiple pieces of
information during the course,
to demonstrate cognitive workload and how it affects reaction
time and accuracy. For more, visit
www.CarriersEdge.com.

Trail King Industries announced
it is rolling out a new trailer. The
Commercial MG-HG detachable
gooseneck trailer features interchangeable gooseneck styles and
is engineered to offer exceptional

partnered to offer customers of
the new Guarantee Transportation
Solution (GTS), a comprehensive
Workplace Safety and Insurance
Board (WSIB) coverage alternative
for owner-operators.
T he pa r tnersh ip, ef fective
immediately and available only
to customers in Ontario, also
aims to educate and guide f leets
on the importance of implementing a comprehensive WSIB Alternative.
For more information on this partnership, please visit www.TheGuaranteeGoToSolution.com. TN
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corrosion resistance, the company
said. Moisture trapping areas have
been designed out of the structure of
the trailer, minimizing the build-up of
road debris and moisture accumulation that leads to corrosion.
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The Last Word

The Goldilocks of trucking
How Villeneuve found success by being not too big, and not too small
CORNWALL, ONTARIO
According to its general manager,
Villeneuve Tank Lines found much
of its success by what is known as
the Goldilocks principle. A lot of it
has to do with its size, Kevin Ceaser
said, it’s not too big, not too small –
it’s just right.
Villeneuve was founded in 1986
by George Villeneuve. Back then,
the company was a simple milk
hauler for local farms. Eventually
George brought on Blaine Filion as
a co-owner to help run the business. Today the business, located
in Cornwall, Ont., hauls food products across Canada and into the U.S.
and is part of the Contrans Group,
which purchased it in 2017.
“We are still big into dairy,” general manager Ceaser said. “And we
are strictly food grade and we are
strictly kosher. We travel to Western Canada, but mostly we are
cross-border. We go to New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania, the eastern
seaboard. We venture as far south as
North Carolina.”
According to Ceaser, the company’s biggest strength is its size.
Today it boasts 70 trucks, which
Ceaser said is the perfect size for a
trucking company.
“Our size is such a big part of why
we are successful,” he said. “I’ve
been here for 12 years and we always
say we’re big enough to do the job
and keep our drivers busy, but at
the same time we’re small enough
to have a personal touch with our
drivers and customers. I really think
we’re that ideal intermediate size,
where we’re not so big we get lost
in the shuffle and not too small that
we get steamrolled. We’re just the
right size.”
Being that ideal size has also
helped contribute to Villeneuve’s
low driver turnover rate.
“Being this size has helped us to
have a personal relationship with
our drivers,” Ceaser said. “They’re
not just a number here. We know

them. We really know them. And
their wives and families. And I
think that means a lot to our drivers. Being the general manager, I’m
here every day and I make sure I go
down to the floor every day and talk
to all the drivers I pass by. It’s the
same with our former part-owner.
He’s here every day.”
Ceaser also thinks his drivers are
sticking around because of the competitive rates it pays and the stability of what it hauls.

rack, Ceaser added.
“But all that being said, it’s not
like we don’t want to grow,” Ceaser
said. “We want to grow, of course.”
The company is struggling like a
lot of trucking companies in Canada
and the U.S. with the driver shortage. What Ceaser is finding the most
troubling is how few resumes are
passing across his desk on a daily
basis.
“We’re finally seeing the effects of
the driver shortage now,” he said. “I

General manager Kevin Ceaser
(left) is pictured with veteran
owner-operator Roger Coffey.

“I think being a food hauler is
reassuring for our drivers,” he said.
“Sure, they could be making more if
they hauled chemicals, but because
it’s food, it’s not as risky. There’s
not that same pressure as hauling
chemical products, you know? If
milk starts to leak, you’re not going
to panic as much as you would if
chemicals did. Not to mention,
hauling food, people have to eat, so
you know there’s always going to be
work here.”
Drivers also appreciate having
modern trucks and clean food grade
tankers thanks to the in-house wash

Go the distance with the

think our challenge right now is the
same as every other transportation
company, our great commodity is
our drivers and there’s not the influx
of drivers trying to get in like there
used to be. We’ve always said this
is going to be a problem, and we’re
seeing it now. The driving force is
getting older, they’re retiring, and
we’re not getting younger people in
to replace them.”
What’s most concerning is the
age of the drivers that do apply at
Villeneuve.
“It’s funny because now with the
aging workforce we’re saying, ‘Oh

wow, this guy is only in his early
50s’” he said. “You’re not getting
the 30- to 40-year-olds coming in
who could potentially work for you
for 20 years.”
To help combat this, Villeneuve
reaches out to local driving schools
to attract new graduates.
“But that being said, the generation is the generation,” he said.
“We’re finding that once they get a
sense of the driving industry, they
tend not to embrace it as the older
generation did, so we try to reach
those older drivers.”
It runs print advertisements in
trade magazines to help its recruitment, and uses its location to its
advantage to draw in both Ontario
and Quebec residents to work for it.
For now, the company is moving
forward and has recently rolled out
electronic logging devices across
the fleet. So far, Ceaser said it’s going
well despite a little pushback from
drivers who are nervous about the
new technology.
And despite the Goldilocks principle that is working for the company,
the goal for the next five years for
Villenueve is to grow, Ceaser said.
“We are always in growth mode. We
always want to be bigger and we’re
getting there. We’ve been doing more
out in Western Canada and since we
haul food, the potential is there. The
next step is just finding the new and
upcoming product can be hauled in
a liquid tank.” TN

Sonia Straface is the associate
editor of Truck News. She has been
covering the Canadian trucking
industry since 2014.
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The
shape of
trucks
to come

You recognize big change when you see it. The new Volvo VNL looks fast even before
it starts rolling. On the road, turbo compounding and streamlined aerodynamics help to
save up to 7.5 % more fuel.
Inside, drivers will notice remarkably enhanced work and living spaces. A new
70-inch sleeper featuring a reclining bunk and telescopic ladder. A game-changing,
one-of-a-kind steering wheel, a high-end infotainment system and the most ergonomic
seats on the road—just a few of the innovations deﬁning the shape of trucks to come.
For a more complete picture, check out the Top 10 Stories at volvotrucks.ca

INTRODUCING THE NEW VOLVO VNL
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